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1. Executive Summary
Key outcomes of this document
According to standard assessment, Willoughby
Council has increased its target maturity scores
from 44% to 56% in a range of areas relating to
asset management since the previous version of
this Strategy was adopted in 2013. The most
notable improvements include:
Completion of data collection and re-valuation of
assets in 2015;
Refinement of target levels of service following an
extensive community engagement program;
and
Introduction of a special infrastructure levy to
provide funding to undertake the 'funding gap'
works to the various classes of assets.
State of the assets
Council is responsible for a pool of assets worth at
least $806 million (excluding land valuations).
These include road pavements, footpaths, kerb
and gutter, stormwater, bridges, community
buildings, fixed office partitioning, parks,
sportsgrounds and playgrounds. The majority of
these assets are in moderate or good condition.
Of concern, however, is the large proportion (16%)
of the stormwater network that is at or beyond the
adopted intervention point and the unsustainable
use of sportsgrounds that are already not meeting
demand. Strategies have already been devised
and some appropriate works undertaken for these
issues as detailed in individual asset management
plans.

Community Buildings (excluding the Concourse) in
relatively equal amounts. In terms of service
levels, bridges are furthest from being able to meet
targets under current funding, followed by
Sportsgrounds and then Stormwater drainage.
Gaps in asset management practices
The most critical gaps in asset management
practices relate to the storage and maintenance of
asset inventory data in Council’s corporate asset
management system (AMS). The focus has been
upon strategic planning and financial projections
and AMS implementation has proceeded very
slowly. However, integration between Council’s
spatial mapping system and the asset databases
is on track to be completed by the end of 2017.
Council's GIS will be used as the central repository
of Council's asset data. including valuations,
condition inspection data.
Initial investigations as to whether IPS (Hansen)
remains Council's preferred asset management
software has been undertaken. This is due to a
number of inherent integration issues with the IPS
software suite.
Key Steps for Improvement
Integration of the asset inventories with spatial
data remains the priority for the next phase of the
project. This will ensure that the data is accessible
for all those who need it, that manual data entry
effort is minimised and that potential sources of
error are identified and eliminated.

Funding gaps - Infrastructure Levy

In terms of work practices, information flows
between crews completing works in the field and
staff maintaining data in the office will be
formalised.

The introduction of an infrastructure levy, in the
2015/16 financial year, has allowed Council to fund
the previously identified unfunded gap works of
approximately $5.4m per year - averaged over the
20 year planning period.

To minimise the uncertainty that is inherent in all
forms of prediction, further refinement of the
parameters involved in modelling asset renewals
and forecasting financial information, will be
undertaken.

The Infrastructure Levy is set to continue for seven
(7) year period after which time it will cease.

The corporate works scheduling software, My
Predictor, will be updated to reflect the works that
have been undertaken to the assets since the
previous version of this strategy.

The largest contribution to the funding gap is made
by Sportsgrounds, Stormwater drainage and
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2. Introduction
To provide various services to the community, Willoughby Council is responsible for funding the on-going
management of a vast pool of assets. Scheduling funding across the various asset and community
requirements, community pressure for increased standards and legislative changes and requirements, require
Council to review its asset management practices and refine its strategy for their continuous improvement.
Asset management refers to many activities that are already undertaken within Council, such as road
pavement and footpath maintenance, park landscaping and the provision of high-need services such as
community and cultural centres. Improvement in asset management involves formalising knowledge of
community expectations, maintenance standards and asset performance in order to optimise both expenditure
and service provision over a long time scale. This long term planning requires more detailed knowledge about
assets and their relative services than has previously been available, as well as modifications to existing
business processes.
The total replacement cost of Council’s infrastructure portfolio, as per Council’s 2015/2016 annual financial
statements, is approximately $806 million and is spread amongst the principal asset classes as shown in
Figure 2.1. It should be noted that Council is responsible for several asset classes which have not yet been
valued at Fair Value and which are therefore not included in Figure 2.1. These assets include LATM devices,
retaining walls, street furniture, signage, plant and fleet, artworks and library books. Information on these
asset classes and others will continue to be collected as resources allow.

Figure 2.1 Distribution of replacement costs amongst major asset classes

Current maintenance and renewal expenditure, with the help of the Infrastructure Levy, are adequate to
continue providing services at an acceptable level over a longer period of time. In some cases, however, the
level of funding that is required in the short term may be less than available funds until the longer term funding
is realised..
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2.1. Purpose
This Asset Management Improvement Strategy provides Council with a framework for managing its large
portfolio of assets to support the service delivery needs of the community into the future. Embedded within the
Strategy is:




an Asset Management Policy that provides the requirements of Council’s organisational goal, “efficient
asset management”, as well as Council’s specific policies for meeting them.
parameters for delivering assets that meet service delivery requirements in the most cost effective way.
an improvement action plan for optimising asset management practices within the organisation. The steps
involved in producing the action plan are:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Establishing targets for asset management practices
Evaluating the current status of asset management practices
Identifying actions and resources required to meet organisational targets
Establishing service delivery targets for Council’s asset portfolio
Evaluating the current status of Council’s asset portfolio
Identifying actions and resources required to meet service delivery targets

A whole of organisation approach is essential for improved asset management, since meeting targets
involves:








Day-to-day maintenance and capital works
Risk management
Strategic planning for service provision
Prioritisation of asset improvement, acquisition and disposal
Long-term financial planning
Monitoring of asset performance and service delivery
Corporate systems

A corporate strategy for improvement in asset management will ensure that cost-benefit analyses are
reconciled against Council and community needs, enabling Council to deliver the best possible service from
its asset base within the limits of available funding.
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2.2. Scope
This Strategy applies to all assets owned and maintained by Council and hence is applicable to all
Directorates of Council. Examples of assets owned, leased or controlled by Council and therefore covered by
this policy include; Road pavements, Footpaths, Kerb & gutter, Stormwater, Bridges, Buildings, including The
Concourse, Playgrounds, Sportsgrounds, Passive recreation (Parks), Retaining walls, Sea walls, Bushland,
LATMs, Streetscapes and street furniture, Artworks, Plant and fleet, IT equipment, artworks, fences, , signage
and water tanks. Certain assets are exempt from this policy as they are not within the control or jurisdiction of
Council, such as RMS controlled roads, harbour foreshores and the various utility companies’ assets.

2.3. Asset Management in a Local Government Context
The following is an adapted excerpt from the NSW Division of Local Government Integrated Planning and
Reporting Manual:
Local governments in NSW are custodians for approximately $50 billion of assets which enable Councils to
provide services to the community. These assets include roads, drains, bridges, footpaths, public buildings,
recreational facilities and parks and gardens. As custodians, Councils are responsible for effectively
accounting for and managing these assets and having regard for the long term and cumulative effects of
decisions. This is a core function of councils and is reflected in the Charter in s 8 of the Act. A strong and
sustainable local government system requires a robust planning process to ensure that these assets are
managed in the most appropriate way on behalf of local communities.
An asset is defined as “a resource controlled by a council as a result of past events and from which future
social, cultural or economic benefits flow to the community.” At this stage, Councils are required to specifically
consider their physical assets. However, some councils currently choose to plan for the long term
management of ‘soft assets’ (intangibles) such as intellectual property and natural assets.
Councils should ensure their asset management planning has a service delivery focus. In other words, the
assets that are provided are necessary to meet the needs of the community as identified by the community.
The term “asset management” is used to describe the process by which councils manage physical assets to
meet current and future levels of service. Under the Asset Management Standard PAS 55, asset management
is defined as “ the systematic and coordinated activities and practices through which an organisation optimally
manages its physical assets and their associated performance, risks and expenditures over their lifecycle for
the purpose of achieving its organisational strategic plan” (Division of Local Government 2013).
In NSW the following legislation and guidelines apply to Local Government within an asset management
context:




Local Government Act, 1993 & Local Government (General) Regulations 2005 (NSW)
Local Government Code of Accounting Practice & Financial Reporting and the Asset Accounting
Manual
The NSW Division of Local Government Integrated Planning and Reporting Manual for Local
Government inNSW, 2013

Two separate reports were released in 2013 by the NSW State Government with direct bearing on asset
management practices for Councils:


Financial Sustainability of the NSW Local Government Sector, 2013, NSW Treasury Corporation
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Local Government Infrastructure Audit, 2013, NSW Division of Local Government

These reports highlighted financially unsustainable in a large number of councils in NSW that, in many cases,
included a substantial backlog of renewal works on aging assets. In both cases Willoughby’s rating of
moderate means that Council is neither strong nor weak in terms of asset management practices and financial
sustainability. In practical terms, this means that backlogs and funding shortages do exist, but they are
manageable over the long term if appropriate planning measures are put in place.
The implementation of the Infrastructure levy has allowed Council to meet the asset management funding gap
and continuation of the existing service levels.
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2.4. Council’s Corporate Planning Framework
Willoughby City Council adopts the framework developed by the NSW state government in 2009 for integrated
planning, reporting and policy development The framework (IP&R) requires that all Councils adopt a 10+ year
community strategic plan, 4 year delivery program, 1 year operational plan and that all of these plans be
supported by a resourcing strategy (Error! Reference source not found.).

Figure 2.2 Integrated planning and reporting framework
The IP&R requires that Council produce three separate resourcing plans:




Asset Management Plan – 20 years (minimum 10 years)
Long Term Financial Plan – 15 years (minimum min 10 years)
Workforce Plan – 5 years (minimum 4 years)

Asset management must inform and be informed by the other resourcing considerations. The Resourcing
Strategy, and therefore Asset Management Plans, should be reviewed every four years in line with the
development of Council’s Delivery Program.
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Council’s overarching community strategic plan is the Willoughby City Strategy, which was reviewed in 2013
and is now in its third iteration. It provides Council with a long term vision for the future and sets the
foundations for the planning of key services. Council’s official “vision” is:

“Willoughby; the vital hub of the region, where residential, cultural and environmental
interests are respected and balanced, and our communities enjoy a diversity of lifestyles.”
The Willoughby City Strategy will be reviewed following the election of a new Council in September 2017.
Council acknowledges that there is a wide variety of services and programs that are important to the
community requiring prioritisation of demands using Council’s adopted processes.
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2.5. Asset Management Planning Framework
Council’s asset management planning framework consists of three-tiers (
Figure 2.3). The Asset Management Policy provides underlying principles for efficient asset management at
Willoughby. Council’s first asset management policy was adopted in September 2009 and it is now in its third
iteration.

ASSET MANAGEMENT
FRAMEWORK

WILLOUGHBY CITY
STRATEGY

Asset Management
Policy

Asset Management
Improvement Strategy
RESOURCING STRATEGY

Asset Management
Plans

DELIVERY
PROGRAM

WORKFORCE PLAN
OPERATIONAL
PLAN

LONG TERM FINANCIAL
PLAN

Figure 2.3 Willoughby Council asset management planning framework (solid lines) and its relation to
the overall integrated planning and reporting framework (dotted lines).
The middle tier, this Strategy, guides the development, implementation and continuous improvement of asset
management planning across the organisation. Council’s first Asset Management Strategy was adopted in
2011 and again in 2013, making this the third iteration. Revisions to this Strategy include updates on progress
in asset management practices and an increased level of detail about the state of the assets themselves,
summarised from the individual asset management plans.
The third tier provides the greatest level of detail: 20 year asset management plans for each major asset class
for which data has been collected so far. These plans provide snapshots of the state of each asset portfolio,
assess the ability of each portfolio to meet current community needs, and list the assets, expenditure and
steps required to ensure that community needs can continue to be met into the future.
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The first draft asset management plans in 2010 followed a “basic” approach which relied on sampled data and
time-averaging of life-cycle costs. The second iterations, that were adopted and published in 2012, were
based on detailed data and advanced modelling techniques. Third generation asset management plans
(starting 2013-14) are based on further improvements (Table 2.1) and future versions will be continually
refined.
Table 2.1 Current and future asset management plans
Asset management plans completed

Assets likely to be covered by plans in the future

Road pavements
Footpaths
Kerb & gutter
Stormwater
Bridges
Buildings, including The Concourse
Playgrounds
Sportsgrounds
Passive recreation (Parks)

Retaining walls
Sea walls
Bushland
LATMs
Streetscapes and street furniture
Artworks
Plant and fleet
IT equipment

Integration between the three components of the resourcing strategy is essential. Information from Council’s
asset management plans feeds directly into the long term financial plans. In this way, wherever funding gaps
are identified by the asset management planning processes, strategies to address them can be formulated in
the long term financial plan. Any required adjustments to funding can then be made available, where possible
or appropriate, in following years and taken into account in the successive asset management plan (Section
4.3.4)

2.6. Approach
Willoughby City Council has moved from a “core” top-down approach towards an “advanced” bottom-up
approach to asset management since the first version of this Strategy. Extensive data collection and testing of
assumptions has resulted in detailed, data-based modelling techniques and objective, strategic decisionmaking.
This Strategy ensures continuous improvement in asset management practices by providing an Asset
Management Policy as the foundation for all asset management decisions across Council (Section 3), by
conducting a thorough gap analysis of the current state of asset management at Willoughby Council (Section
4) and through an action plan designed to address all identified gaps (Section 5). A number of appendices
also provide additional information, including a snapshot of Council’s asset portfolio (Appendix A),
explanations of all calculation methods used for predictions (Appendix B), the scoring system used as part of
risk management (Appendix C) and the maturity model used (Appendix D)
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3. Policy: Efficient asset management
This Asset Management Policy outlines the principles and requirements for undertaking asset management
across the organisation in a structured and coordinated way, consistent with the Willoughby City Strategy. The
sections of this policy, in the order presented, introduce the general principle of efficient asset management,
list the requirements for achieving efficient asset management, outline Council’s specific policies to ensure
requirements are met and identify roles and responsibilities for implementing those policies.

3.1. Efficient asset management
One of the six key strategic directions in the Willoughby City Strategy is Infrastructure, within which an entire
sub-theme is dedicated to efficient asset management. The goal relating to this is defined as follows in the
City Strategy, and forms the guiding principle for asset management practices.

Goal: “To provide financially sustainable physical infrastructure that meets the needs of
the community without burdening future generations.”
Incorporated within this overarching statement are concepts of financial sustainability, transparency through
community engagement and intergenerational equity.

3.2. Requirements for efficient asset management
The first test of efficient asset management is whether Council’s assets provide services that are consistent
with the key strategic directions in the Willoughby City Strategy date?,.
Requirements to achieve efficient management of existing assets are:
1. Community awareness of Council services and the assets associated with them;
2. Agreement on community needs and expectations regarding asset-related services;
3. Planning for the needs of future generations as well as the present community, including potential
changes in priorities for Council;
4. A risk based approach as the foundation for all planning, including plans for continued service provision
after catastrophic events;
5. Service level targets that balance stakeholder interests;
6. An asset base that addresses community needs and is consistent with the Council’s strategic plan;
7. A level of asset maintenance that meets community expectations but, if it would unnecessarily incur
higher expenditure, does not exceed expectations unless required to reduce safety risks (e.g. ensure
structural integrity of bridges) or ensure financial sustainability (higher level of service may mean lower
long term costs);
8. Timely renewals that minimise the chance of service disruptions for the community and optimise the
financial outlay for Council;
9. Work practices that result in the lowest ongoing cost for Council;
10. Whole-of-life planning, including start-up costs, ongoing maintenance, operational and renewal costs,
disposal costs (or revenue) at end of life;
11. Sufficient funds for the appropriate maintenance and renewal of assets throughout their life cycle and,
where funding falls short, strategies to address shortages in the future;
12. Objective prioritisation of capital works;
13. A corporate system to manage all of the above data and workflows; and
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14. Commitment to continual improvement of asset management practices.
These requirements are broadly applicable, and their specific implementation at Willoughby City Council is
governed by a set of policies as laid out in Section 3.3.

3.3. Policies for efficient asset management
A number of separate policy statements apply to each of the requirements listed in Section 3.2. These policies
dictate Council’s approach to the goal of efficient asset management and are listed in Table 3.1. Each policy
statement can be uniquely identified by the number of the requirement to which it refers Section 3.2 and a
letter (a, b, c, etc.) to separate policy statements relating to the same requirement.
Table 3.1 Policy statements for efficient asset management at Willoughby Council
Policy #
(aligns with
requirements
listed in 3.2)

Policy statement

1. (a)

Develop and implement an asset management plan for each major class of assets which is
publicly available and which details how Council plans to acquire, manage, record, review and
dispose of assets over a minimum of 15 years.

1. (b)

List all major infrastructure projects and asset programs in Council’s four year delivery program
and annual operational plan.

1. (c)

Provide accessible information regarding Council’s assets through a range of media including,
but not limited to, Willoughby City News publications, features on Council’s website and
publication of the latest suite of asset management documents.

1. (d)

Clearly articulate resource limitations to stakeholders.

2. (a)

Establish community expectations regarding the physical condition of assets and more strategic
aspects of asset-related service provision through an informed and interactive process.

2. (b)

Where appropriate, facilitate community reference groups to advise on major infrastructure
initiatives.

2. (c)

Regularly conduct customer satisfaction surveys regarding areas of asset-related service
provision.

2. (d)

Consider community expectations in the context of the Willoughby City Strategy, identified
priorities and available resources.

3. (a)

Where relevant, review demographic forecasts in order to account for changes in demand.

3. (b)

Take into account strategic directions of private enterprise and land use planning in the area to
plan for future asset requirements.

4. (a)

Develop a risk assessment methodology for assets that takes into account both financial risks to
Council and safety risks for the community, including those relating to climate change,
undertake regular risk assessments of all major asset classes and develop plans to mitigate
critical risks.

4. (b)

Develop and maintain a regular inspection regime of assets under Council’s care and control.

4. (c)

Develop plans for continued infrastructure service provision following catastrophic events in
conjunction with existing emergency management plans.

5. (a)

Set targets for the standards to which services are provided and to which assets are maintained
that balance community feedback with the technical expertise of staff, and which minimise risks
to Council and the community.

5. (b)

Where appropriate, develop Service Level Agreements (SLAs) which will determine response
times, key performance indicators, related fees, responsibilities and obligations of customers
using the asset.

5. (c)

Strive towards target levels of service and resource them.

6. (a)

Collect data relating to the quantity, location, dimensions, condition, values and where possible
and/or appropriate, usage levels of Council owned or controlled assets, and maintain in a
corporate asset register.
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Policy statement

6. (b)

Based on the asset register, develop and apply performance measures and targets to assets
including efficiency, effectiveness and economic viability, taking into account age and condition
where necessary.

6. (c)

Integrate asset data with existing planning documents that identify service shortages, and plan
for the relevant asset class as a whole in relation to these.

6. (d)

Consider acquiring assets that address gaps in community needs as established through
community consultation, the Willoughby City Strategy and other planning documents or
consider opportunities for rationalising the asset stock where assets are either unsustainable or
surplus to requirements.

7. (a)

Develop maintenance plans based on asset condition that identify requirements for meeting
service level targets.

7. (b)

Move towards a regime of preventative rather than reactive maintenance wherever it is more
cost-effective

7. (c)

Where the current level of maintenance funding is insufficient, develop strategies to bridge
funding gaps. Where current maintenance expenditure produces a higher level of service than
the target, reduce or redirect maintenance tasks, schedules and resources accordingly.

8. (a)

Wherever possible, employ predictive modelling in conjunction with asset data to develop and
implement renewal programs that achieve the lowest life cycle cost. Use modelling to predict
funding required beyond the timeframe of Council’s long term financial plan to account for any
potentially large expenditure items just outside the planning period.

8. (b)

Optimise renewal programs obtained from models by validating data through site inspections
before carrying out work. Where possible, re-integrate revised programs into models to see
flow-on effects.

8. (c)

Maximise the efficiency of renewal programs and minimise start-up costs and time by identifying
similar works in nearby locations, carrying them out at the same time and adjusting the works
program accordingly.

9. (a)

Identify benchmarks for works costing to assist Council in achieving best practice

9. (b)

Identify low cost, efficient and sustainable alternatives for repair and renewal works, including
new technology where available, and assess the implications of these alternatives for long term
expenditure to ensure the lowest ongoing cost is incurred whilst meeting target service levels.

9. (c)

Ensure that all outsourced services are procured through a competitive process and that
contractors are aware of target service levels and any other relevant standards for asset
maintenance and renewal.

10. (a)

Manage assets from a life cycle perspective according to industry standards, accounting for all
overheads relating to administration, operation, maintenance, depreciation and impairment prior
to the acquisition or construction of new assets, or upgrades to existing ones.

10. (b)

Ensure all costs associated with assets are clearly defined and transparent.

10. (c)

Report the value of assets according to the relevant Australian Standard.

10. (d)

In the absence of more accurate or detailed information, use reported asset values to estimate
life cycle costs.

10. (e)

Regularly review the expected lives of assets, their values and associated costs to ensure life
cycle models are as accurate as possible.

11. (a)

Identify where current and projected funding will fall short of meeting service level targets and
develop strategies for overcoming this. Incorporate these strategies into modelling wherever
possible.

11. (b)

Consider appropriate, alternative mechanisms for funding of capital works and recurrent costs,
including “user pays” charges, development levies, grants and cost-sharing with other
organisations.

11. (c)

Where service level targets are unable to be achieved and no efficiency savings or additional
revenue can be identified, consider options for reducing services.

12. (a)

Prioritise capital expenditure on asset acquisitions, upgrades and renewals as part of Council’s
annual budget review process including, where appropriate, cost-benefit analyses.
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Policy statement

12. (b)

Develop weighted prioritisation scoring systems that improve the objectivity with which capital
projects and renewals are assessed, particularly under budget-limited conditions. Ensure target
levels of service are taken into account.

12. (c)

Wherever capital funding allocation decisions are made outside the objective prioritisation
process, document the reasoning for the decision and ensure that the consequences of
redirected funding are communicated to and acknowledged by stakeholders.

13. (a)

Implementation and design of Council’s asset management system will, wherever possible, be
based on critically analysed and effective work practices. Council will seek not to have work
practices guided by system functionality.

13. (b)

Prospective users will be directly involved in decisions regarding system implementation where
they will be affected by those decisions.

13. (c)

Minimise data entry through the use of interface and automated processes wherever these
options are financially viable.

13(d)

Establish an Asset Management team within Council to manage all asset management
functions

14. (a)

Establish an Asset Management Strategy Group to assist with implementation of the entire
Asset Management Framework across Council. Ensure the group meets regularly and involves
a cross-section of staff representing each division of Council.

14. (b)

Continually assess and seek to improve performance in asset management through the
development of an Asset Management Strategy that identifies gaps in processes as well as
asset provision. Regularly review this strategy and report on progress in addressing all identified
gaps.

14. (c)

Identify and participate in regional activities related to asset management planning and delivery,
including Northern Sydney Regional Organisation of Councils (NSROC) activities.

14. (d)

Keep abreast of industry developments and strive towards meeting any relevant Australian or
international standards in asset management.

3.4. Roles and responsibilities of Council and senior management
Elected Council:







Act as stewards for Council’s assets;
Adopt target levels of service for asset provision and maintenance;
Ensure the resources are available to meet the adopted target levels of service;
Adopt and support the Asset Management Policy, Strategy and Plans;
Ensure that asset stock are functioning at a market-competitive rate in terms of funding and revenue;
Consider the impact of planning, financial and service level decisions on Council’s ability to adhere to
asset management plans and meet target levels of service.

General Manager and ELT:






Undertake open and transparent decision making;
Ensure the impact on Council’s asset base is considered when making recommendations to Council
in relation to planning and financial matters or the delivery of services;
Provide relevant and timely professional advice to Council on Asset Management;
Ensure that sound business principles are reflected in the Asset Management Strategy and Plans;
Approve the Asset Management Plans for each major asset class for adoption by Council;
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Approve the Asset Management Strategy for adoption by Council and support the implementation of
actions across the organisation through monitoring and allocation of appropriate resources;
Ensure the four year Delivery Program reflects the capital works identified in asset management plans
and aligns with the key directions of the Willoughby City Strategy;
Develop and implement Council’s Resourcing Strategy and promote and implement the Asset
Management Policy, Strategy and Plans across Council as part of the overall Resourcing Strategy;
Ensure the integration and compliance of the Asset Management Policy and Strategy with other
policies and business processes of the organisation;
Ensure compliance with legal obligations;
Ensure that Council holds adequate insurance policies;
Ensure Council staff responsible for managing and/or working with Council assets are trained to a
relevant and appropriate level to ensure minimal risk of harm or liability and act in accordance with the
Council’s Code of Conduct;
Facilitate best practice asset management and support continuous improvement in processes
Ensure appropriate levels of internal and external consultation;
Where appropriate, pursue partnership arrangements with the community, business or other levels of
government in the provision of assets and delivery of services;
Work within our regional context including the NSROC (Northern Sydney Regional Organisation of
Councils) to identify and participate in regional initiatives related to asset planning and delivery.

The Asset Management Team










Develop and maintain the Asset Management Policy and Strategy;
Oversee the development of Asset Management Plans by each Directorate; Coordinate asset
valuations and long term financial planning between the Infrastructure and Financial Services
Divisions (and other Divisions where appropriate);
Chair the Asset Management Strategy Group;
Develop the Asset Management Information System;
Provide advice to Managers Infrastructure Division (and other Divisions where for the development of
target levels of service, objective prioritisation scoring systems and strategic planning processes;
Regularly assess progress in asset management practices and suggest improvements via the Asset
Management Strategy Group;
Maintain and update data in the Asset Management Information System;
Consult with Managers and other Council staff as required.

The Asset Management Strategy Group:






Identify any urgent matters relating to asset management and refer them to ELT;
Provide direct input to and review of the Asset Management Policy, Strategy and Plans;
Take responsibility for the implementation of the action plan within the Asset Management Strategy
and Plans;
Identify, develop and review appropriate policies and procedures to ensure effective asset
management across the organisation;
Meet bi-monthly to discuss a predetermined agenda and record minutes from every meeting.



All Directorate and Unit Managers



Provide safe assets in an efficient and financially sustainable manner, in order to support the delivery
of services that meet the needs of the community;
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Set target levels of service and develop objective prioritisation systems;
Develop and maintain Asset Management Plans including maintenance, renewal and capital works
schedules;
Identify relevant benchmarks and opportunities to achieve best practice;
Keep abreast of innovations and product developments that will improve infrastructure asset
maintenance efficiency and effectiveness; and
Ensure that all assets are managed in compliance with industry guidelines and standards.
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4. Asset Management Gap analysis
Assessment of asset management maturity at Willoughby Council considers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Data & information
Systems & tools
Business processes
Asset management plans
Implementation tactics

The interaction of the five categories is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

1. Data & information

2. Systems & tools
3. Business processes

5. Implementation tactics

4. Asset management plans

Figure 4.1 Schema of the primary categories used for asset management maturity assessment
Council has engaged external asset management expertise since 2008 to provide guidance and regularly
assess improvements in asset management practices. A number of criteria are taken into consideration when
measuring maturity in asset management, and these are listed in Table 4.1.
Council’s overall progress has been measured for each major asset class on a percentage scale of maturity
where 0% indicates that Council is unaware of the need for, or current status of, each constituent task and a
value over 85% represents excellence in that area.
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Table 4.1 Assessment criteria used to measure asset management maturity

ISO 55001 reference number and criteria
4.1 Understanding the organisation and its context
4.2 Understanding the needs and expectations of stakeholders
4.3 Determining the scope of the asset management system (AMS)
4.4 Asset management system (AMS)
5.1 Leadership and Commitment
5.2 Policy
5.3 Organisational roles, responsibilities and authorities
6.1 Actions to address risks and opportunities for the asset management system (AMS)
6.2.1 Asset management (AM) objectives and planning to achieve them
6.2.2 Planning to achieve asset management (AM) objectives
7.1 Resources
7.2 Competence
7.3 Awareness
7.4 Communication
7.5 Information requirements
7.6.1 Documented Information – General
7.6.2 Documented Information – Creating and updating
7.6.3 Control of documented Information
8.1 Operational planning and control
8.2 Management of change
8.3 Outsourcing
9.1 Monitoring, measurement, analysis and evaluation
9.2 Internal audit
9.3 Management review
10.1 Nonconformity and corrective action
10.2 Preventive action
10.3 Continual improvement
Assessments of infrastructure assets are mostly carried out annually and include ratings for all of the broad
categories introduced in Section 2.6 except for the asset management plans themselves.
Across all asset classes and improvement areas, Council has achieved average maturity ratings t56% (up
from 44% at previous assessment in 2015). A summary of the results of the maturity assessment are provided
hereafter. Appendix D provides the 2017 ratings for the maturity assessment.
Council’s maturity assessment was carried out in accordance with new ISO55001 (Asset Management
Standards) framework in 2015 and again in 2017. Figure 4.2 shows the results for both 2015 and 2017 and as
this has been undertaken in accordance with the standards, these results are comparable across all
organisations using the same standard for asset maturity measurement.
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4.1 Understanding the
organisation and its context
4.2 Understanding the needs and
expectations of stakeholders
4.3 Determining the scope of the
asset management system (AMS)
4.4 Asset management system
(AMS)
5.1 Leadership and Commitment
5.2 Policy
5.3 Organisational roles,
responsibilities and authorities
6.1 Actions to address risks and
opportunities for the asset
management system (AMS)
6.2.1 Asset management (AM)
objectives and planning to achieve
them
6.2.2 Planning to achieve asset
management (AM) objectives
7.1 Resources
7.2 Competence
7.3 Awareness
7.4 Communication
7.5 Information requirements
7.6.1 Documented Information –
General
7.6.2 Documented Information –
Creating and updating
7.6.3 Control of documented
Information
8.1 Operational planning and
control
8.2 Management of change
8.3 Outsourcing
9.1 Monitoring, measurement,
analysis and evaluation
9.2 Internal audit
9.3 Management review
10.1 Nonconformity and corrective
action
10.2 Preventive action

Figure 4.2 Council’s maturity in asset management from 2015 to 2017
10.3 Continual improvement

Progress made since 2015 is reflected in a number of areas, in particular
understanding the needs of stakeholders, determining the scope of the Asset Management System and large
improvements in communicating the plan.
Other improvements have been incremental in a range of areas and resulted from overall increased
awareness, data audits or documentation of previously undocumented work practices..
The remainder of this section provides a more detailed discussion and gap analysis for each of the categories
covered by Figure 4.1: Data & information; Systems; Business Processes; Asset Management Plans; and
Implementation Tactics. At the end of each sub-section, a short summary identifies the main gaps.
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4.1. Data & information
4.1.1. Asset inventories
Council has collected detailed inventories and, where relevant, condition data for the following asset classes:






Road pavements
Footpaths (within road reserves)
Kerb & Gutter
Bridges (including culverts and minor
structures)
Stormwater






Buildings, including The Concourse
Land
Open space assets (including playground
equipment and sportsgrounds)
Retaining Walls

Of these, road pavements, bridges and buildings have been recorded at the component level. Road
pavements consist of up to three components: seal, base and formation. Buildings may consist of up to eight
components: envelope, floor, roof, floor covering, fit-out, mechanical services, fire systems and vertical
transport. Bridge-like structures that fall into the categories of either ‘major bridge’ or ‘major culvert’, of which
Council is responsible for 19 and 8, respectively, may consist of up to 41 or 12 different components,
respectively. ‘Minor structures’ are not are not recorded at sub-component level, they are simply treated as
one component. In all cases componentised assets are condition rated, valued and depreciated at the
component level, since constituent components may vary in replacement costs, consumption patterns and
useful lives.
Hierarchies have been established within each asset class as an initial method of prioritisation. Specific
details regarding these hierarchies can be found within the relevant asset management plans. These
hierarchies often represent the first level of works prioritisation and may be combined with other factors as
asset management practices become more advanced for each individual asset class. It is also possible for
Council’s defined acceptable levels of service to differ within a single asset class based on hierarchy.
Stormwater conduit and pit locations are known with a moderate degree of certainty. CCTV inspection footage
to fully confirm the location, attributes and condition of stormwater conduits has been collected for 72% of the
network so far (up from 60% in the last version of this Strategy). This is a relatively high percentage compared
to many other Councils and provides a reliable sample size from which to extrapolate condition information to
conduits that have not yet been inspected. This extrapolation allows Council to achieve long term financial
planning for the stormwater network despite the lack of a complete inventory.
Retaining wall data collection is well established. Inspections and an inventory of over 90% of retaining walls
known to be under Council’s care and control have been inspected. Some wall capital works have been
prioritised in the 2017/18 financial year. Finalising this inventory requires intensive work to determine
ownership of the assets themselves before Council commits funds for rehabilitation. Ownership confirmation
will be sought in a risk-based approach following informal visual assessment to identify any structures that
may be at risk.
Data regarding fleet and plant assets has not yet been investigated as part of the asset management project.
However Council’s fleet management system is currently used to maintain most of this data, so it can still be
accounted for from a financial reporting perspective.
An inventory of IT equipment exists but has not been integrated into the wider asset management project. The
same applies to library books.
A series of additional asset classes have been identified that will be subject to data collection, condition rating
and valuation as time permits and on a risk-focussed priority basis. These include, but are not limited to:
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Sea walls;
Footpaths within open space;
Bushland assets;
Artworks and sculptures;
Guard rails, safety fencing, pram ramps and LATMs;
Street furniture and LATM streetscapes.
A summary of the status of asset inventories for each asset class is provided in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Summary of status of asset inventories
Inventory
collected

Confidence

Componentised

Integrated with Asset
Management Project

Road pavements

Y

100%

Y

Y

Footpaths

Y

90%

-

Y

Kerb & gutter

Y

90%

-

Y

Bridges

Y

100%

Y

Y

Stormwater

Y

72% +

-

Y

Buildings

Y

100%

Y

Y

Land

Y

100%

-

Y

Open space

Y

90%

-

Y

Fleet & plant

Y

90%

N

N

IT equipment

Y

90%

-

N

Library books

Y

90%

-

N

Retaining walls

Y

90%

N

Y

Sea walls

Y

90%

-

-

Bushland assets

Y

90%

-

-

Artworks & sculptures

N

-

-

-

Guard rails, safety fencing,
pram ramps and LATMs

N

-

-

-

Street furniture and LATM
streetscapes

N

-

-

-

Asset class

- indicates not applicable

Data collected for each asset class varies depending on the usefulness of the information in financial
valuations, day-to-day operations, inspections and works prioritisation. Data collected so far has been
carefully scoped and in some cases refined over the years through direct use where regular works and
inspection programs are already in place (stormwater and footpath assets, for instance). It is possible that
further attributes will be required as asset management processes become more advanced, but it is more
likely that some attribute data will turn out to be unnecessary. Council’s data collection strategy will be
adjusted over time to suit the revised asset management processes.

4.1.2. Condition data
Condition assessments are performed during collection of asset data and in many cases data is kept up to
date with regular inspections or following the completion of rehabilitation or renewal works. For example road
pavements, footpaths, kerb and gutter, bridges and stormwater assets are inspected under an established
schedule, and defect information history is maintained.. Backups are taken of road pavement data before
updated condition information is loaded to the pavement management system.
Defect information for footpaths and kerb and gutter is held in Council’s GIS so that historical defects are
marked as repaired rather than removed from the file. Bridge condition data is obtained via formal reports
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which are registered in Council’s document management system. Individual stormwater CCTV inspections are
retained in a database where the most recent inspection results are used to update the stormwater attributes.
Prior to 2011, building inspection data was loosely maintained in a works order system. An historical record of
condition ratings did not exist except for the high-level evaluation carried out in 2008 and 2013 by Valuers for
compliance with fair value financial reporting. Beginning in 2011, a third party was engaged to collect detailed
data and condition information for Council’s major buildings in stages. To date this data collection is ongoing.
This was repeated in 2015 for all buildings and it is intended to be the beginning of an ongoing inspection
regime that is yet to be finalised.
Open space inspections are generally conducted informally as site clean-ups, and although information about
required works is communicated wherever necessary, condition information is not currently collected as part
of that process. An exception is new or disposed assets. Playground equipment, on the other hand, is subject
to quarterly inspection reports which are commissioned from third party consultants.
The condition information held for each asset class that have a known and defined inventory and which have
already been integrated into the asset management process are summarised in Table 4.3,
Table 4.3 Summary of status of asset condition information
Condition data
available

Date of last major
inspections

Inspection upon works
completion

Inspection
schedule

Road
pavements

Y

2017

Y

Timed with
revaluation

Footpaths

Y

2015

Y

Y

Kerb & gutter

Y

2015

Y

Y

Bridges

Y

2014

Y

Timed with
revaluation

Stormwater

Y

ongoing

Y

Y

Buildings

Y

2015

N

Timed with
revaluation

Land

Y

-

-

-

Open space

Y

2013

Y

N

Retaining
Walls

Y

2017

Y

Y

Asset class

In the future all inspections, regardless of the source of information, will be entered into Council’s AMS and
will therefore will be historicised and accessed from a single location.

4.1.3. Valuations
Fair value reporting for all of the above asset datasets has been completed based on a formally documented
process detailed in Council’s Asset Valuation Methodology. Since the last version of this Strategy, fair value
for all open space assets has been calculated and is used for financial projections but has not yet been
reported on financial statements. The status of all major asset classes is summarised in
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Table 4.4. The asset valuations in this strategy do not include land values.
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Table 4.4 Summary of status of valuations
Valuation assumptions
documented

Fair Value data
available

Reported at Fair Value in
financial reports

Road
pavements

Y

Y

Y

Footpaths

Y

Y

Y

Kerb & gutter

Y

Y

Y

Bridges

Y

Y

Y

Stormwater

Y

Y

Y

Buildings

Y

Y

Y

Land

Y

Y

Y

Open space

Y

Y

N

Asset class

Assumptions regarding materials, useful life, replacement cost and degradation patterns were collected for all
assets valued at Fair Value in a two-phase consultation with external valuers and, if appropriate or necessary,
will be reviewed prior to June 30 each year.

4.1.4. Levels of service
Extensive community engagement throughout 2013 has allowed Council to adopt target levels of service.
Online forums and survey results overwhelmingly demonstrated that the community is satisfied with assetrelated service provision in most areas. At a more detailed level, a panel of 20-40 community members met
over a number of weekends to listen to presentations from Council staff and to discuss issues relating to asset
management. Their informed feedback about the physical condition of assets suggested that their
expectations aligned very well with those of Council staff. As such, target levels of service relating to the
physical condition of assets and the timing of renewals were adopted by Council. These targets impact life
cycle costs and have been taken into account in financial projections. A summary of the status of level of
service targets is provided in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5 Summary of levels of service
Community
feedback sought

Physical condition targets

Response
time targets

Strategic
planning
targets

Road pavements

Y

As per existing complex decision
matrix

N

N

Footpaths

Y

Repair at condition 2, replace at
condition 5

N

Missing links
program

Kerb & gutter

Y

Repair or renew at condition 4

N

N

Bridges

N*

Repair or renew at condition 4

N

N

Stormwater

Y

Repair or renew at condition 4 (at
component level)

N

Flood study

Buildings

Y

Repair or renew at condition 4 for
most buildings, or 3 for premium
buildings or high-risk components

N

Under
development

n/a

-

-

Y

Repair or renew at condition 4 for
most assets, or 3 for sports
irrigation/lighting and 5 for small
pocket parks

N

Asset class

Land
Open space

*The structural integrity of bridges is believed to far outweigh any issues with community satisfaction
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General feedback regarding the type, number and location of assets was also received throughout the
community engagement process and will inform more strategic targets in asset-related planning, which are
under development at this stage.

4.1.5. Life cycle costs
Projected future expenditure over the life of each asset, at the most basic level, requires the same core
information as Fair Value calculations. As such, projections have been based on Council’s asset valuation
methodology. This methodology already takes into account current condition, degradation, replacement cost
and expected life. Life cycle costing has been used as the basis for long term financial planning for assets,
and wherever the cost of specific treatments or repair works differs from the core Fair Value information, the
more specific information is worked into expenditure projections (
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Table 4.6). Running costs are included in these projections. The reliability of projected costs will continually
improve as data is collected about degradation patterns of assets and costs to maintain them. Projections are
generally divided into four types of expenditure:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Operational costs (day-to-day running costs);
Maintenance (minor repairs on an annual frequency or higher);
Renewal of existing assets (improving the condition or extending the asset’s life); and
Upgrade/expansion and creation/acquisition of new assets (improving the asset beyond what already
existed).

A number of assumptions apply to projections of all expenditure types, above. These assumptions are
provided in detail in Appendix B – Calculation Methods for Financial Projections. Information about past
expenditure is the basis for forward projections but due to Council systems its reportability is limited. Whilst all
expenditure is recorded, it is not easily divided into the required categories, so obtaining historical expenditure
information is currently a time-consuming manual exercise.
Levels of service determine the total amount of these financial projections. Operational and maintenance
expenditure cannot presently be tied to levels of service because insufficient information is available to link the
two. It is safe to assume that assets that are kept at higher standards will require less maintenance, and those
that are allowed to deteriorate to provide low levels of service will cost more in maintenance expenditure,
however this is not quantifiable.
Renewal, on the other hand, can and does vary according to levels of service because the acceptable
condition level for assets will dictate the timing and frequency of renewal expenditure. Objective prioritisation
scoring systems have been developed since the last version of this Strategy and these improve links between
upgrade/new expenditure and levels of service on a strategic level (
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Table 4.6).
Maintenance and renewal costs are not easily distinguishable for linear assets such as footpaths and the two
are often considered together as “rehabilitation” costs with a somewhat arbitrary threshold between
maintenance and renewal expenditure that is necessary only for consistency in data formats. The thresholds
separating capital renewal from non-capital maintenance for these ambiguous works have been defined and
are documented in Council’s Asset Valuation Methodology.
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Table 4.6 Summary of status of life cycle costing
Basic level –
valuation-based

Advanced level –
treatment costs

Objective prioritisation scoring
systems (capital expenditure)

Road pavements

Y

Y

Y

Footpaths

Y

Y

Y

Kerb & gutter

Y

Y

Y

Bridges

Y

N

Y

Stormwater

Y

N

Y

Asset class

Buildings
Land
Open space

Y

N

Y

n/a

n/a

N

Y

N

Y

More specific information regarding treatments costs will be sought in order to move away from the valuationbased methodology and to improve financial projections.
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4.2. Systems
Council is currently considering its choice of long term asset management system software. Inherent
integration issues with the present system, has meant that Council is considering alternatives with better
integration potential.
Once fully implemented, the software will be used for:
Storage of asset inventory data such as:
- Location
- Dimensions/quantity
- Materials
- Condition
Valuations
- Acquisition and disposal costs
- Current replacement cost
- Depreciation
Asset inspections
- Distribution of asset-related service requests and work instructions
- Recording of infrastructure works, including costs
Financial projections and long term planning in asset management also requires a dedicated system.
Council has implemented Assetic’s My Predictor software for that purpose.
In addition, a fully functioning AMS depends on integrations with a number of other Council systems. These
include:
- Geographic Information System ( Map Info GIS)
- Spatial information viewing software (Exponare)
- Customer Request System (Infor Pathway)
- Electronic Document Management System (Technology One ECM)
- Finance System (Infor Smartstream)
- Payroll System (Chris 21)
- Requisitions system
The relationships between all of these systems, both realised and proposed, are schematised in Figure 4..
Each integration point is discussed in a dedicated sub-section within this section.
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Figure 4.3 Schema of Council’s Asset Management System and other Council systems

4.2.1. Asset inventory data
Council's GIS is the corporate system for all asset inventory data. The migration of all asset data to the GIS is
currently underway.
Implementation of IPS has been limited due to the limited integration solutions between IPS and MapInfo as
well as other corporate systems.
Council’s dependence on spatial information means that integration between these two systems is vital for
effective handover of IPS inventories to the relevant officers. Without this integration duplicate data entry is
required, increasing the chance of errors. In the interim, asset inventory, condition, and valuation data for
many asset classes is in the process of being stored, viewed and maintained in Council’s GIS. The following
inventories are stored in Council's GIS:







Road pavements (and components)
Footpaths
Kerb & gutter
Bridges (and components)
Buildings (and components)
Parks, Sportsgrounds & Playgrounds (spaces only, not the assets within them)
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Parking meters
Land

Periodic data audits for the remainder are performed when resources permit. Council’s pavement
management system continues to be the primary system for management of road pavements; however
summary data will be stored in Council’s Corporate AMS for the purpose of consistency/completeness of data
and financial reporting.
Ultimately, only spatial references will be stored within MapInfo GIS and all asset attributes will be linked to
Council's selected asset management system (AMS). The two systems will be accessible and integrated
when the relevant interfaces are in place (see Section 4.2). Regardless of whether asset data is maintained in
Council’s GIS (now) or AMS (in the future), datasets reside on Council’s virtual servers that are subject to
Council’s existing IT backup schedule. This occurs on a nightly basis.
Asset valuations are to be calculated entirely within Council's chosen AMS once asset registers are complete
and the software selected.
Asset inspections and work management are yet to be implemented. The approximate dates and resources
required for their implementation can be found in the improvement action plan in Section 5.
Council understands that a well-implemented AMS will allow for more effective management of assets and
therefore superior prioritisation of works, as well as minimising costs relating to data maintenance. In the
implementation of an AMS, Council strives towards a policy to “minimise data entry through the use of
interface and automated processes wherever these options are financially viable”. The AMS must interface
with existing core Council systems to minimise manual data entry and avoiding duplicate data entry wherever
possible. These interfaces whose interactions are displayed in Figure 4. are each described in detail in the
sub-sections that follow.
Table 4. Gaps relating to asset inventories and strategies to address them
Gap

Reason

Strategy

Priority

(1) Lack of resources to
cleanse data and load to
system; (2) Business
processes for data
maintenance not firm; (3)
datasets are large,
complex and changeable

(1) Document data structures for
complex datasets in consultation with
other Councils using an AMS; (2)
Document business processes for
data maintenance; (3) load data sets

Very high - inventory data is
the basis for all valuations,
planning and financial
projections. Storing the data
outside a corporate system
is a risk.

Asset inventories
not being
maintained in an
AMS by users
(stormwater,
buildings, open
space)

(1) Lack of resources to
configure system and
train users; (2) duplicate
data entry would be
required for spatial data
sets

(1) Estimate time required for
customisation of inventories in an
AMS, allocate resources; (2)
Estimate time required to compile
user manuals and training programs,
allocate resources; (3) Ensure
resources exist for data maintenance,
conduct training, hand over
responsibilities;

Very high - inventory data is
the basis for all valuations,
planning and financial
projections. Increasing
discrepancies will arise
between data stored in an
AMS and that in GIS.

Valuations not
performed in an
AMS

(1) Bugs and insufficient
functionality within
valuations module of an
AMS; (2) Lack of
resources to customise
areas to store valuations

(1) Continue to test valuations
module as they become available; (2)
as an interim measure, design a
custom storage area against each
asset for information required for
valuations.

Moderate – valuations can
be calculated outside an
AMS and all methods
accounted for, but consistent
calculation methods within
the corporate system is
preferable.

Asset inventories
not loaded to an
AMS (stormwater,
detailed building
component data,
open space assets)
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Reason

Strategy

Priority

Asset inventories
not loaded to an
AMS (stormwater,
detailed building
component data,
open space assets)

(1) Lack of resources to
cleanse data and load to
system; (2) Business
processes for data
maintenance not firm; (3)
datasets are large,
complex and changeable

(1) Document data structures for
complex datasets in consultation with
other Councils using an AMS; (2)
Document business processes for
data maintenance; (3) load data sets

Very high - inventory data is
the basis for all valuations,
planning and financial
projections. Storing the data
outside a corporate system
is a risk.

Inspections and
work orders not
stored in an AMS

(1) Internal business
processes have not been
documented and
optimised; (2) Lack of
resources to configure an
AMS; (3) reliance on
several interfaces

(1) Focus on business processes and
using other methods to capture
information on works and
inspections; (2) ensure the AMS
system administrator stays involved
to facilitate system development in
the future.

Low – information can be
captured using other means,
which might even be better
for ironing out business
processes. Information must
eventually be stored in an
AMS for reporting &
planning.

4.2.2. Renewal modelling and financial projections
Council previously developed renewal models in-house using Microsoft Excel in order to identify asset
renewals on an individual basis and predict their timing from condition data, degradation patterns, budget
limitations and target levels of service. Although the model was considered extremely advanced and effective,
there were limitations to its flexibility and concerns over the fact that it was excel-based and therefore
susceptible to disruption from small errors. Further, it could not be manipulated by anyone other than its
creators, resulting in a corporate risk. The in-house development of the model did, however, have great
advantages when it came to the selection of a corporate system to perform the function.
My Predictor, provided by Assetic, was selected as the modelling software of choice to replace Excel-based
models. It runs on data manually exported from an AMS and users may manipulate costs, degradation
patterns, funding and target levels of service in order to project the effect of various scenarios on Council’s
asset base and finances. The model was first implemented in 2013 and used for all financial projections for
the subsequent asset management plans. Although some limitations were discovered and will be pursued
with Assetic, the system’s ease of use allowed both asset officers and their managers alike to investigate
various scenarios. It also allowed planned capital works to be forced into projections, which had not previously
been possible. The possibility of a live link between My Predictor and the selected AMS database will be
investigated to minimise work for users in the future.
Table 4.7 Potential gaps relating to financial projections and strategies to address them
Gap

Reason

Strategy

Model
parameters used
in MyPredictor
need to be
refined

(1) Implementation was
relatively rushed and a number
of assumptions applied that
were not ideal; (2)
Assumptions would need to be
continually refined anyway

(1) Plan a review period well in
advance of the next annual
cycle of modelling.

Very high – information forms
the basis of long term financial
planning and must be robust.

MyPredictor
exhibits a
number of
unexpected
results

(1) Functionality of the
software differed slightly from
what was assumed at
purchase; (2) a number of
known bugs exist

(1) Communicate all known
issues to software provider; (2)
Advocate for changes to certain
functionality in future software
releases; (3) liaise with other
Councils using the software.

High – system can certainly be
used as it is, with financial
planning results that are still
very close to expected outputs,
but its applicability to individual
projects or a work program are
too limited at present.
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Reason

Strategy

Priority

Model
parameters used
in MyPredictor
need to be
refined

(1) Implementation was
relatively rushed and a number
of assumptions applied that
were not ideal; (2)
Assumptions would need to be
continually refined anyway

(1) Plan a review period well in
advance of the next annual
cycle of modelling.

Very high – information forms
the basis of long term financial
planning and must be robust.

Manual data
import required

(1) MyPredictor is a standalone system; (2) integration
with the GIS asset inventories
will have associated costs that
should be weighed against
benefits.

(1) Investigate the possibility of
a live SQL database link to My
Predictor. If not feasible,
produce standard reports for
input to MyPredictor.

Low – this does not prevent use
of the system, but integration
would reduce the effort involved
and ensure up-to-date data is
the basis for all modelling.

4.2.3. Geographic Information System
Spatial information is crucial for many asset classes, particularly network assets that are generally tagged with
a series of numbers or letters that do not facilitate identification of assets in the field. Council maintains spatial
data for the following types of physical assets:











Road pavements
Footpaths
Kerb & gutter
Bridges
Stormwater
Land
Buildings
Parks, Sportsgrounds and playgrounds (spaces)
Park furniture, gardens, spots equipment (assets)
Parking meters

All the asset data is also stored in Council's GIS. These are very large datasets that are subject to
considerable change. As such, their storage within an AMS would mean asset inventories would quickly
become out of sync with GIS data unless significant amounts of duplicate data entry were undertaken. This is
not presently considered a viable option. An AMS-GIS interface that allows updates from either system to flow
through to the other is considered essential. Council must therefore treat its GIS as the source of truth and
perform periodic data audits to update asset data as required.
GIS viewing software has provided a mechanism for other Councils that use MapInfo GIS to overcome the
lack of integration for editing within IPS, however this is not currently possible with Exponare (Section 4.2.4)
since the product does not permit editing. This may change in the future.
Table 4.8 Gaps relating to geographic information systems and strategies to address them
Gap
Duplicate data
entry is required
for all assets that
have spatial
information

Reason

Strategy

(1) An interface
between an AMS and
MapInfo GIS; (2)
Options to develop an
interface are limited
because Council’s
viewing software does
not permit editing.

(1) Revisit possibility of developing
“geoadministrator” product to work with
MapInfo as well as ESRI; (2) Investigate
possibility of acquiring a single ESRI licence in
order to use existing “geoadministrator”
integration; (3) when a solution is found,
remove all data from GIS except for spatial
information and store only in IPS.
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4.2.4. Spatial Information Viewing System
Currently Council’s GIS-viewing software, Exponare, allows users to combine the spatial view of all assets
with their attributes in the Hansen system on a single screen by extracting information directly from the IPS
database. The ability to view asset data directly from the GIS is particularly useful for customer service and
general Council staff and will eventually facilitate the creation of work orders directly from Exponare where
officers regularly use Exponare already. It constitutes only one direction of the required bi-directional
integration, however. The missing part is the ability to view spatial data directly from an AMS which will likely
be more useful for issuing and managing inspections and work orders for officers that are not accustomed to
using Exponare.

Table 4.9 Gaps relating to viewing of spatial information and strategies to address them
Gap
Viewing inventory
data from
Exponare is only
possible for limited
asset classes

Reason

Strategy

Priority

Links to the IPS database were
developed by Council’s GIS
Coordinator, but since these are not
frequently used and the data is not
all up-to-date, not all links have been
completed.

(1) Upon “go-live” of each data set,
ensure Exponare is set up to view
all inventory data. (2) Generate
URLs for each asset class to jump
to inventory data within IPS if there
are any missing

Moderate – this has
been set up for
most asset classes
and has low usage
levels

4.2.5. Customer Request System
Since the AMS will eventually handle all work order management, asset-related customer requests from
Pathway need to be passed seamlessly between the two systems to allow both customer updates and
recording of works to be available to view for customer service and works staff. An interface between the two
systems should ensure that current information is available for all officers that need it, and should ensure
users deal with a single system and data is entered only once.
The interface will ensure that all the information captured within the Pathway service request is passed
directly to the AMS. A link is then maintained between the two systems so that any updates to the service
request made in the AMS are transferred back to the original Pathway service request. Only requests of a
certain type are duplicated within the AMS and received by the appropriate supervisor from the AMS in lieu of
Pathway. When the supervisor decides to create an inspection, a work order or whether to reject the request,
a status update is returned to Pathway via notes so that customer service may update customers when
required.
Table 4.10 Gaps relating to customer request integration and strategies to address them
Gap

Reason

Strategy

Priority

Interface has
not been proven
to meet needs

(1) Previous release had
limitations, more recent
release has not been tested;
(2) lack of resources to follow
up latest interface release

(1) Allocate resources to
testing the latest interface
release; (2) develop
implementation plan

Moderate – this will be essential
for work order implementation in
the future, but is of short-term
value because it increases
exposure of future users to the
AMS.

Request types
that should be
included in the
interface not
identified

(1) interface was not ready for
implementation; (2) lack of
resources

(1) Speak to all staff who
receive asset-related customer
requests and confirm whether
they would ultimately result in
work orders (or equivalent)

Moderate – as above.
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4.2.6. Electronic Document Management System
It is anticipated that photos associated with inspections, safe work method statements, procedural manuals
and any other documents relating to inspections and work orders will be stored in Council’s document
management system, ECM, and be accessible from an AMS. An interface between the two systems is thus
considered essential.
The interface between the AMS and ECM that Council will allow users to register documents to the
appropriate indexes within ECM directly from the AMS, through individual assets, inspections and work
orders. Users will also be able to easily locate all documents registered to a particular record, for example a
single work order, directly from that work order within the AMS. The interface appears to comply with the
information management requirements under the State Records Act.
Table 4.11 Gaps relating to document management integration and strategies to address them
Gap

Reason

Strategy

Priority

Have not seen
proof of concept of
integration since
Gosford went live
with it

(1) An initial visit to Gosford
took place when interface was
under development, return
visit hasn’t happened due to
lack of time & resources.

(1) Return to Gosford
Council to view the interface
in action, take one or two
potential users.

Low – No asset management
system functionality is
dependent on this interface, but
it will streamline the use of ECM
with the AMS and encourage
update of ECM.

Have not received
or customised
integration solution
for Willoughby

(1) Waiting on above step; (2)
need to confirm whether
resources are available to
customised the interface as
required.

(1) Complete above; (2)
Allocate resources to
customisation of interface;
(3) negotiate acquisition of
interface from Gosford
Council

Low – as above

4.2.7. Finance System
While possibly not critical for the implementation of works management, an interface between Council’s
finance system, SmartStream, and the AMS will permit greatly improved financial reporting for assets which,
in turn, will hugely benefit all long term planning. At present, costs of asset-related works generally cannot be
reported in terms of asset type, or location, or asset condition, or any other attribute. The structure of accounts
within the Buildings and Open Space branches do permit a location break-down to some extent, but even then
contracts that span a number of parks or properties can’t be distributed amongst them. Data relating to
resources and costs could be manually entered as part of the works recording process, but this would be in
conflict with Council’s policy about minimising asset-related data entry.
A scope for a financial interface has been finalised but placed on hold in recent years pending the outcome of
merger announcements. Ideally, the interface will transfer all costs associated with each generated work order
from the finance system to the AMS to allow reporting on expenses by asset attributes, by activity and
spatially. All depreciation and revaluation of assets will be performed in the asset system and transferred to
the appropriate ledger.
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Table 4.12 Gaps relating to financial integration and strategies to address them
Gap
Long term
future of
Council’s
finance system
is uncertain

Reason

Strategy

Priority

System is no longer officially
supported by software vendor but
consultants are available to
maintain it when necessary. Whilst
currently adequate, it is probably
not viable in the long term.

(1) Revisit existing interface
and continue to plan in close
consultation with all
decisions relating to the
future of Council’s finance
system

Moderate – No asset
management system
functionality is dependent on this
interface, but it will drastically
improve reporting capabilities
and long term planning.

4.2.8. Payroll System
Staff hours spent on physical asset works represents a major cost of maintaining those assets, particularly
where works are performed in-house rather than being out-sourced. Therefore, to obtain the maximum benefit
from an AMS, this information should be stored against works completed and thus be part of all asset-related
financial reporting from an AMS. Achieving this probably does not required direct integration between
Council’s payroll system, Chris 21, and the AMS. Rather, since payroll information is passed to Smart stream,
the information can be passed directly from there to the AMS. A link between the AMS and the payroll system
would, however, remain necessary in order to attribute the costs to the correct works. In the previously scoped
version of the interface, this link would be the unique number assigned to each work order by the AMS. It is
hoped that this number can be used on staff time sheets rather than project numbers that are currently
entered.
Table 4.13 Gaps relating to payroll integration and strategies to address them
Gap
Ability to maintain a link
between timesheets
and work order has not
been developed

Reason

Strategy

Development did not initially
take place because of costs,
but pursuit of this issue now
depends on the financial
integration

(1) Revisit when
financial
integration is
revisited

Priority
Low – No asset management system
functionality is dependent on this
interface, but it will avoid all future
duplicate data entry relating to work
orders and time sheets.

4.2.9. Requisition system
As for the payroll system, purchase requisitions may relate to asset works and should equally be captured
against the work order to which they relate. Again direct integration between the two systems is probably not
necessary, but a similar link such as the work order number could be employed to achieve the same effect.
Council’s requisition system can most likely be easily customised to achieve such a goal.
Table 4.14 Gaps relating to requisition/purchasing integration and strategies to address them
Gap
Ability to maintain a link
between purchase
requisitions and work
order has not been
developed

Reason

Strategy

Development should be
straight-forward and
affordable, but not depends
on integration with the finance
system.

(1) Revisit when
financial
integration is
revisited
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4.3. Business processes
Documentation, analysis and improvement of business processes relating to asset management have
accelerated since the previous version of this Strategy, and will continue to do so. The following business
processes are subject to scrutiny as part of the asset management project:









System configuration and implementation
Data collection and maintenance
Community engagement
Long term planning
Condition inspections and maintenance schedules
Identification of works
Completion of works
Performance monitoring

This section identifies existing business processes and potential areas for improvement.

4.3.1. System configuration and implementation
An AMS is an extremely flexible system, documenting all configuration changes is both time-consuming and
extremely necessary. An AMS will permit the customisation of asset types, reference codes for all manner of
classifications, types of works orders and inspections, entire database tables and links between them,
formulas to trigger user-defined processes, modification of fields on user-facing forms and even entirely new
forms. AMSs have dedicated front-end interface for these customisations, making them relatively easy to
perform for system administrators. The result is a system that is well tailored to requirements but which is also
highly modified. In the event of disruption to the system, documentation of changes would become crucial.
A single document exists tracking, in detail, all historic changes to the AMS and includes attributes of data
columns within tables and layout parameters for new fields and forms. The same document also contains a
style guide to maximise consistency between all customisations in terms of aesthetics and naming
conventions. The document can be obtained by contacting Council’s Asset Management Controller. Further
documentation is likely to be required as system implementation progresses including, but not limited to,
testing procedures, interface design and workflow/formulas.
Table 4.15 Gaps relating to software business processes and strategies to address them
Gap

Reason

Strategy

Priority

Configuration
completed to date
is insufficiently
documented

A system for documenting
the AMS configuration has
been developed but
alternative priorities have
limited its completion

(1) Revisit when financial integration is
revisited

Very high – if a system
refresh was required for
any reason much
configuration would be
lost.

New configuration
is often
inconsistently
designed

Methods for designing
configuration and
communicating them to
consultants have been
relatively ad-hoc as no clear
system has been in place.

(1) Complete “style manual” portion of
the configuration document, refer to it
during design & implementation; (2)
use the same document to formerly
document all configuration before it is
completed, so this may act as a clear
set of instructions.

Very high – Much
configuration has already
taken place and more is
required as each data set
is handed over to users.

Test plan does
not exist for AMS
upgrades

Development of a test plan
was attempted, but with
limited system
implementation at the time it
was not deemed a valuable
exercise

(1) Enquire about existing test plans
with other Councils; (2) develop a test
plan that can be updated as new
functionality comes into use.

Moderate – while
upgrades are a relatively
straight-forward process
under the limited amount
of system usage, this will
become important in the
future
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4.3.2. Data collection and maintenance
User manuals for AMSs are presently limited. Although AMS have built-in help, their customisability means
that user manuals generally need to be tailored to a specific Council’s implementation of the system. Further,
integration with other core Council systems may require workflows to perform actions in those systems which
would not be covered by the AMS documentation.
Table 4.16 Gaps relating to data maintenance processes and strategies to address them
Gap

Reason

Strategy

Priority

Workflows for
configured system and
flow-on effects for other
systems have not been
documented

Very low system maturity
means that this has not
been an issue so far, but
needs to be investigated
before issues start to arise.

(1) Meet with the AMS user
group to discuss all data
flows and potential sources
of errors; (2) include
workflows in all AMS user
manuals and training.

Low – No asset management
system functionality is
dependent on this interface, but
it will avoid all future duplicate
data entry relating to work orders
and purchasing.

User manuals do not
exist

Lack of resources – the
process was started but
was not able to be
completed due to
conflicting priorities.

(1) Set up a document
structure within EPAK; (2)
work through

Moderate – while upgrades are a
relatively straight-forward
process under the limited
amount of system usage, this will
become important in the future

4.3.3. Community engagement
Regular consultation with the community takes a variety of forms and, whilst often informal, plays an important
role in Council’s service provision. From a reactive perspective, Council has a widely used system for
customer service requests (Pathway) which gives an approximate picture of the areas that most concern
members of the community. Further, all branches within Council that are involved in service provision to the
community have direct contact with the community and take on board large amounts of feedback.
Sportsground maintenance provides one example of this: sporting groups are very active in making known
their expectations and communicating them directly to the relevant Council officers. Similarly there is an
opportunity for Council staff to educate these groups as to how their services are provided and what
limitations might exist.
In addition to these ongoing measures, Council undertook a comprehensive program of community
engagement throughout 2013 relating specifically to asset management. The program consisted of two
phases: in the first, Council’s focus was on educating the community about Council’s asset base and raising
awareness of the types of works that are undertaken, the expenses involved and the limitations that apply. In
the second phase, Council sought feedback on the assets that were most valued by the community, the level
of satisfaction with current service provision and specific expectations in terms of physical and aesthetic
condition that might be considered acceptable. Table 4.17 provides a summary of the program.
Table 4.17 Summary of community engagement activities throughout 2013
Medium

Format

Audience

Customer
satisfaction
survey

Telephone survey to obtain
Importance and satisfaction scores
for service delivery within each asset
class
Completed in 2012

Statistically valid sample of Willoughby residents

Willoughby City
News

4 x informative articles, one in each of
Summer 2012, Autumn 2013, Winter
2013 and Spring 2013 editions

All WCN readers

Fact sheets

10 separate sheets providing
information about each asset class

Provided at each community meeting and first Mall stall. Also
available via HaveYourSay webpage
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Medium

Format

Audience

Community
meetings

Naremburn Progress Assoc. – 14 Feb
Chatswood West Progress Assoc. –
21 Feb
Castle Cove Progress Assoc. – 25
Feb
Northbridge Progress Assoc. – 7 Mar
Artarmon & South Willoughby
Progress Assoc. – 14 Mar
East Chatswood Progress Assoc.- 19
Mar
Public Meeting Community Assets
and Open Space and Recreation Plan
– 10 Apr
Middle Harbour Progress Assoc. – 11
Apr

19 attendees
13 attendees

Community
assets survey –
general

Questions relating specifically to each
asset class about use of community
assets and satisfaction with their
condition , quantity, etc.

128 surveys completed. Survey participation encouraged at
initial Mall stall, all Progress Association Meetings, Open
Space Public Meeting, childhood immunisation clinic,
customer service counter and online via our Assets
HaveYourSay website

Mall stalls

Thursday 29 March – Stall to inform
and consult
Saturday 7 September – stall at
Street Fair to inform and consult

Approximately 30 visitors

Online forum

Online information and discussion
around assets the community values

101 comments; 2,719 downloads of asset management
plans, improvement strategy and fact sheets

Citizens’ panel

3 sequential meetings including
information sessions, group activities
and a final report of the panel’s
conclusions.

Meeting 1 – 40
Meeting 2 – 32
Meeting 3 – 23

Level of Service
Survey

Completed only by citizen’s panel
members as content required an
understanding of asset management
at Willoughby

Engineering – 18 completed
Open space – 16 completed
Buildings – 15 completed

18 attendees
18 attendees
42 attendees
9 attendees
27 attendees

20 attendees

204 visitors

The outcome of the community engagement program was the adoption of target levels of service (Section
4.1.4) that were then used to calculate life cycle costs for financial projections (Section 4.1.5). Unsurprisingly,
the expectations of the community differed little from those of Council officers and very few changes needed
to be made to financial projections even though they had previously been based on assumptions. This
indicates that the underlying level of interaction between Council staff and the community, whilst it is harder to
quantify, already provides good information about expectations. As such, it is likely that only minimal ongoing
community engagement is required for the area of asset management unless major changes to service
provision are required.
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4.3.4. Long term planning
Asset management planning is closely linked with long term financial planning at Council, in
accordance with the integrated planning mode (Section 2.4). A complete twelve month cycle has been
established where information flows from one version of Council’s Long Term Financial Plan LTFP)
into all asset management planning processes throughout the year and back to the subsequent
version of the LTFP. Information flows for the current asset management plans (where year 1 is the
2013/14 financial year) are depicted in

Figure 4..
Initial modelling prior to the introduction of the infrastructure levy revealed that pre infrastructure levy funding
levels were unlikely to be sufficient to meet adopted service level targets in the longer term for several asset
classes.
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An infrastructure levy was introduced in 2015 for seven years to achieve the sustainable case of funding
required.
The modelling of the sustainable case (which the Infrastructure levy was based on) was carried out using My
Predictor software (Section 4.2.2), took into account all four main types of expenditure (Section 4.1.5) and
involved a number of assumptions which are laid out in Appendix B – Calculation Methods for Financial
Projections.
An assessment of the current status of Council’s assets, including any notable shortfalls in service delivery or
critical risks, is provided annually in Council’s asset management plans (AMPs), along with the results of the
above described financial projections. AMPs cover 20 years and the findings of all nine AMPs are
summarised as a single snapshot within this Strategy. As the AMPs will be revised annually, however, and
this document is intended to last 4 years, the most recent AMP should be consulted for all details relating to
assets.
All long term planning takes into account community expectations through adopted levels of service. A
number of other planning documents, which themselves are subject to extensive community engagement,
contribute to the formulation and continual refinement of long term capital works planning, and all major
projects are subject to an objective prioritisation scoring system. Considerable work is still required to
streamline this documentation and prioritisation process with Council’s annual budgeting process, but
improvement so far has been significant. As a demonstration of the increase in accountability, itemised capital
works programs for the period covered by the delivery program are included in the appendix of every asset
management plan. Council strives toward the objective prioritisation of all works, but expenditure is often
carried out outside this prioritisation process. While this may frequently be the most appropriate course of
action, all implications for the ongoing funding of asset management should be made clear and accepted
before proceeding in order to be compliant with policies.
Long term planning is not currently able to take into account any variation in maintenance and operational
expenditure as a result of changing levels of service or asset condition, and target response times for a range
of activities, which will also have implications for long term expenditure, have not been set. Response times
have thus far been based on Council’s existing customer service charter, where the majority of request types
relating to assets require a response within 14 days. Depending on the specific problem these will be refined
for the various asset classes, with an interim ‘make safe’ time added for safety issues requiring immediate
attention where appropriate. Further, until Council’s AMS is implemented, it will not be clear whether these
response times are achievable.
Uncertainty is inherent in prediction, however the separation of timescales can help to minimise this. Large
amounts of uncertainty necessarily apply to long term modelling predictions, but projected expenditure is
probably still accurate within an order of magnitude. Calibration of model outputs over shorter timescales can
provide more meaning and ensure that major flaws in model assumptions are identified before funding
becomes critical. For example, under the current practice, the first four years of model outputs for renewal
works are subject to further prioritisation and fed back into the model so that the remainder of the planning
period can adjust accordingly. This ensures greater reliability of projects listed over the timescale covered by
the four year Delivery Plan. On a shorter timescale still, assets that are predicted to require work within the
first year of the planning period are generally inspected, the works costed (more accurate than the valuationbased assumption used in modelling) and the program and budget compiled accordingly. These steps result
in a cascade of timescales with decreasing accuracy:




Year 1 may considered accurate at the project level;
Years 2-5 may be considered at the program level; and
Years 6-20 may be considered accurate as long-term averages.
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Figure 4.4 Schema demonstrating information flows between asset management planning and
financial planning. Green boxes represent information prepared by the Financial Services, blue boxes
are aspects of the Asset Management Planning process, red box is the preparation of the Plan itself.
Road pavements and footpaths, two asset classes that reflected the early adoption of long term planning
processes, are also the only two major asset classes that do not exhibit a funding shortfall. This is a tribute to
the advanced planning that has been used in these cases, as budget requests have been calculated based on
modelling for a number of years.
The life cycle costing that has been carried out to date (i.e. renewal modelling) has assumed a single path of
action – that is, all assets are replaced or repaired when they have degraded to a specified intervention point.
Whilst this is a very advanced approach for this stage in the process, as it considers individual assets in terms
of their current and projected physical condition, it is not an optimised strategy. Focussing on treatments for
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high priority assets earlier in their lives and allowing lower priority assets to degrade slightly, or any
combination of the two, might provide a more efficient long term strategy, particularly under limited funding.
Achieving these optimised strategies will take several years and will rely on constant refining of asset
hierarchies, intervention points, treatment types and costs.
However in 2015 Council was successful in seeking a special rates variation for an Infrastructure Levy to fund
the sustainable case, for an initial period of seven years. As such Council is able to maintain the various
classes of assets at their current service level.
The effectiveness of the levy will be evaluated at the end of the seventh year to determine its effectiveness
and whether the levy should be extended.
Table 4.18 Gaps relating to long term asset management planning and strategies to address them
Gap

Reason

Strategy

Priority

Expenditure often
occurs outside the
objective prioritisation
process, which has flowon effects for all
scheduled works in
asset management
plans.

(1) Priorities often do
shift as incidents occur;
(2) decision-makers
may not be aware of the
longer-term implications
of spending on
unbudgeted items

(1) Implement a corporate
system to more easily track
long-term planning; (2)
formulate a cost-benefit
process for “significant”
unbudgeted expenditure
that weighs up the impact
on longer term planning.

Moderate – If this type of
expenditure is “significant” it
undermines the entire asset
management process and defeats
the purpose of planning for the long
term. This type of spending also
increases that risk of acquiring
assets that Council can’t afford to
sustain in the long run.

Aspirational projects are
not completely costed

The identification of
“aspiration projects” in
the long term financial
plan is a new practice
for Council and it is not
yet mature

(1) Work with isolated
examples to determine the
long term costs that might
be associated with new or
upgrade projects; (2)
integrate aspiration projects
in long term planning

Moderate – this is a valuable
process that will improve planning
and budgeting in the future, but
which is not critical to Council’s
operation

4.3.5. Condition inspections and maintenance schedules
Condition assessment manuals have been created for all asset classes and, wherever practical, integrated
into Asset Management Plans to increase the likelihood that the documents will be actively used in day-to-day
business. They include a definition of Council’s 0-5 condition rating as applied specifically to each asset class
(see generic rating system in
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Table 4.19), a list of aspects to be considered when inspecting the various asset types, as well as
photographs to clarify how condition ratings should be applied. These are intended to reduce, if not remove
entirely, the subjectivity associated with asset assessment. More advanced asset classes such as footpaths
and roads have progressed beyond a single condition rating and take a number of factors into account to
produce an overall condition. Currently these manuals are restricted to physical condition assessment,
however in the future attempts will be made to assess asset functionality, capacity and accessibility which are
crucial for decision-making around medium-term planning of major upgrades and new works. Condition
ratings serve for both asset valuations and long term financial planning of maintenance and capital works.
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Table 4.19 Generic condition rating scale for Council assets (often refined for specific asset classes)
Rating

Description

0

Brand new or very good condition. Providing full service potential.

1

Not new but in very good condition with no indicators of any future obsolescence and providing a high
level of service.

2

Aged but in good condition. Providing an adequate level of service.

3

Providing an adequate level of service but some concerns over the ability of the asset to continue to
provide an adequate level of service in the medium term. May be signs of obsolescence in medium term.

4

Indicators that Council will need to renew, upgrade or decommission in near future. May need to be
included in the capital works plan over the short term. Very low level of service.

5

At intervention point. No longer providing an acceptable level of service. Action must be taken
immediately by Council to renew, upgrade or decommission asset.

End of life

Theoretical end of life – asset is either decommissioned or deemed obsolete and scheduled for future
closure.

A regular inspection schedule exists for several asset classes. This practice has been entrenched for some
time for road pavements, playgrounds and some aspects of open space generally, but has recently become
introduced for other asset classes such as footpaths, bridges and buildings in light of financial reporting
requirements. Stormwater inspection via CCTV is being continually undertaken on a rolling program.
Condition information is often updated following the completion of renewal or rehabilitation works, but
schedules may yet need to be developed at more frequent intervals than imposed by financial reporting
requirements. These will need to be refined over a period of several years whilst Council seeks to establish a
balance between the frequency with which up-to-date inspection data will be used and an inspection schedule
that is feasible under resourcing constraints. The minimum frequency will be dictated by fair value reporting
legislation, which requires complete revaluation every 5 years for most entire asset classes.
Maintenance schedules should be developed wherever feasible in order to move towards a more planned
maintenance approach. In some cases retaining the current reactive maintenance regime based on customer
service requests may, in the end, prove to be the most efficient approach, but such decisions should be based
on sound cost/benefit analysis.
Table 4.20 Inspection and maintenance gaps and strategies to address them
Gap
Condition manuals
are not used
during condition
inspections in
some cases

Inspection
schedules have
not been
developed for
several asset
classes

Reason

Strategy

(1) In-house inspections are not
undertaken for certain asset classes,
and have not yet been implemented
for others; (2) many staff probably
have a “gut feel” about condition
ratings that might result in
inconsistencies between different
assessors.

(1) Develop a strategy to make
the condition assessment
manual the sort of document
that is often carried in the field.
Consider integrating it with the
asset management plan.

Moderate

Lack of resources

(1) Establish absolute minimum
schedules and allocate
resources; (2) refine schedules
over time based on the
usefulness of the data being
returned; (3) document
schedules within asset
management plans.

High – regular
inspections will reduce
risks to Council and the
community
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Gap
Maintenance is
mostly carried out
in a reactive
fashion in many
areas

Reason
(1) Data has not previously been
available to permit planned
maintenance; (2) lack of resources
can often result in a backlog of
reactive maintenance.

Strategy

Priority

(1) Consider processes that do
operate on a maintenance
schedule and weigh up the
costs and benefits of applying
these to other areas;
(2) Document schedules within
asset management plans

Moderate – maintenance
is generally undertaken
in a timely fashion but a
planned approach might
save costs and reduce
customer complaints.

4.3.6. Identification of works
Historically, the majority of maintenance and repair works have been identified through customer service
requests, which is a reactive rather than planned approach. More substantial rehabilitation and renewal works
are identified from an increasingly objective process. For example, footpath works are identified based on the
severity of known defects and prioritised according to a risk score that takes into account proximity to high
traffic areas. A visual inspection ultimately determines whether works are carried out, and works may be
pushed back or brought forward in order to work on nearby assets at the same time and minimise setup costs.
The use of My Predictor has reduced the amount of ad hoc maintenance call outs.
Upgrade works and new assets are identified from a variety of planning sources that have usually been
through substantial community engagement and have been adopted by Council. Projects that have not been
through this process fall into the category of “aspirational projects” (see Appendix B – Calculation Methods for
Financial Projections) and are subject to individual life cycle costing and cost/benefit analysis. This planning
process is in its infancy and requires a more robust approach in the future.
Table 4.21 Gaps relating to identification of works and strategies to address them
Gap
Maintenance works are mostly
identified in a reactive fashion

Reason

Strategy

Priority

As per Table 4.20

As per Table 4.20

As per Table 4.20

4.3.7. Completion and recording of works
Council does not have a corporate wide Operational Procedures Manual, rather individual Business Units
have developed their own individual manuals. The Operational Procedures Manual describes safe work
method statements, risk assessments, work procedures and traffic plans, and therefore is an essential manual
for all maintenance, renewal and capital work. Council has recently appointed an external work health and
safety (WHS) consultant to review its WHS documents and procedures, with view to creating corporate wide
WHS safety document. Ultimately the document will be transferred electronically to Council’s document
management system (ECM).
Well-defined works management systems are used by approximately half of the relevant supervisors. This
includes road pavement works, footpath and kerb & gutter works, stormwater works and building works. The
systems have been developed due to a need to both historicise completed works and communicate those
works to the relevant administration staff so that their attributes and spatial information can be updated by
administration staff. These are basic systems at present that should translate very easily into an AMS when
implementation of the works management module takes place. The main variation to existing business
processes will involve the selection of precise assets rather than descriptions of approximate descriptions of
works locations.
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Asset classes where work order processes currently do not exist will need to undergo a significant period of
consultation to determine where works orders might provide useful historical and financial information and
where the extra administrative load might instead prove inhibitive. Fortunately, these information flows are
already in demand for valuation purposes which will facilitate the eventual implementation of work order
recording.
Approaches to works orders will be investigated to maximise efficiency for these areas prior to designing
workflows within the AMS and will include consideration of automatic work order creation based on customer
service requests, inspection results, or defined schedules, pre-filled work order templates for common jobs
and standing work orders to group multiple small jobs. Scheduled work orders provide a particular advantage
to the organisation because existing works and inspection schedules would all be captured in a central
location
Table 4.22 Gaps relating to works recording and strategies to address them
Gap

Reason

Strategy

Priority

Completed
works are not
documented at
all in some
areas

The information has not
been required in the past

Establish communication paths
and confirm the type of
information required in each
case.

Very high – this information is
crucial for the reliability of annual
valuations and planning

There is no
corporate
system for
documenting
completed works

(1) Whilst the system
exists, business
processes have not been
in place that would allow
the system to be set up;
(2) resources have been
insufficient to properly
consult on those business
processes

(1) focus on documenting
completed works outside the
AMS initially, to avoid business
processes being dictated by the
system available; (2) configure
the AMS to align with the
established process (will require
considerable resource allocation)

Low – this information can be
documented and stored without
implementation of an AMS,
although implementation of an
AMS will mean less data entry and
better control over data. Very
resource intensive task so will not
be prioritised until there is a true
demand for it.

4.3.8. Performance monitoring
International standards relating to asset management, asset management systems and system
implementation (ISO 55000, 55001 and 55002, respectively) have been released. Specific comment on the
contents of these standards therefore cannot be made, but Council will strive to model future improvement on
the new standards where practical.
Monitoring of progress in asset management practices is achieved through revision of this Strategy,
particularly through the independent allocation of maturity scores.
Monitoring of asset management planning will be possible following the publications of 2017/18 asset
management plans. Since these have been based on robust capital programs and predictive modelling, a
comparison can be made each year between predicted works and funding and actual works undertaken. This
assessment will become integrated into asset management plans from 2017/18 onwards.
Monitoring of asset performance may become possible to a limited degree as assets pass into future financial
reporting cycles and future comprehensive condition assessment is thus completed. True monitoring of asset
performance, however, will not be possible until inspections and work orders are recorded within an AMS, the
implementation of which will require considerable time and resources as described in the action plan in
Section 5. Questions the Council should seek to answer through such monitoring include:
Are we completing the projects identified in our long term planning?
Are we adhering to inspection and maintenance schedules?
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Are asset conditions meeting adopted target levels of service?
Are degradation patterns and expected lives of assets appropriate?
Are we able to respond to work requests in a timely fashion?
Are costs used in long term planning representative of true works costs?
Table 4.23 Gaps relating to performance monitoring and strategies to address them
Gap
No comparison takes
place as part of
revision of asset
management plans

Key performance
indicators for
assets/services have
not been established

Reason

Strategy

Priority

Changes in assets
and projects are
difficult to track
without having a
corporate system in
which to store them

(1) Implement a corporate
system for tracking planned
(future) projects. This can be
reported on when programs
are revised and changes
noted and justified.

High – given the level of detailed
information that is now available, critical
analysis of any changes between asset
management plans should be a priority for
transparency/accountability

Historical data
regarding asset
conditions has not
been available

(1) consider KPIs that may
be useful and factor these
into an AMS system
configuration; (2) continue to
implement an AMS to
provide greatly increased
reporting options.

Moderate

4.4. Asset management plans – summary of findings
This section summarises the findings of Council’s nine asset management plans. A summary of the assets
covered by the plans, their replacement values, maintenance expenditure, average conditions and renewal
thresholds as adopted by Council in 2016 is provided in Table 4.24.
Table 4.24 Summary information about Council’s major asset classes as at 30/06/2016
Asset class

Replacement value
(30/6/16)

Current maintenance

Renewal threshold**

Roads

$174,183,000

$1,662,000

Decision matrix

Footpaths

$70,645,000

$861,000

repair=2, renew=5

Kerb & gutter

$94,682,000

$94,000

4

Stormwater

$116,795,000

$536,000

4

Bridges/culverts

$10,428,000

$84,000

4

The Concourse

$159,894,000

$1,401,000

3

All other buildings

$141,196,000

$1,260,000

3-4

Parks

$19,858,000

$622,299

4

Playgrounds

$3,969,000

$29,701

15 yr cycle

Sportsgrounds

$13,893,000

$487,000

4

Totals

$805,543,000

$ 7,037,000
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* Condition is rated on a scale from zero (new) to five (end of life)
**Thresholds can vary within asset classes – the figure reported is averaged or generalised
7. All other assets are taken from special schedule 7.

The chart below shows the distribution of condition ratings within each asset class as per Councils 2015/2016
annual financial statements.

Figure 4.5 Current distribution of condition ratings within each asset class
Over the longer term, however, several asset classes that are now meeting target service levels under current
funding levels are likely to develop a backlog of works and fall behind targets. This is because many of them
were constructed around the same time and will require renewal works around the same time. Knowing this
fact in advance is a huge advantage for Council and justifies the amount of work that has gone into long term
planning. The predicted condition ratings for each major asset class if the infrastructure levy was not
introduced is shown in Figure 4.63.
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Figure 4.63 Predicted distribution of condition ratings within each asset class under current funding
Service level targets will most likely be met under pre-infrastructure levy funding levels for both road
pavements and footpaths. The sustainability of these two asset classes is a tribute to the mature asset
management practices that have been in place for some time, and justify the effort that continues to be put
into planning for other asset classes so that they may achieve the same level of sustainability. With the
introduction of the Infrastructure Levy future problems can be avoided, for stormwater assets, sportsgrounds
and buildings.
Stormwater assets exhibit a significant gap according to renewal modelling. The existing backlog of works has
been addressed in small part through a low-interest loan provided by the State Government specifically for
that purpose, under the Local Government Infrastructure Renewal Scheme. The infrastructure levy was
introduced to help meet the ongoing funding gap to address the backlog.
For Sportsgrounds, significant demand issues have been identified and strategies have been developed to
address these over the planning period that include lighting upgrades to extend playing hours of several fields,
conversion of ovals to synthetic grass to achieve the same, and conversion of hard courts to multi-use playing
surfaces to provide training spaces. The infrastructure levy was introduced to help meet the ongoing funding
gap to address the backlog.
While most buildings are currently in good condition, intense periods of construction in the past mean that a
large number of buildings are likely to reach the end of their lives at around the same time.. The asset
management planning process turns out to be extremely valuable for identifying these sorts of issues well in
advance. The infrastructure levy was introduced to help meet the ongoing funding gap to address the backlog.
Within parks, the funding shortage relates to a large volume of park master plan action items that have been
through a community consultation and adoption process, but which are unlikely to be completed in the
foreseeable future under pre-infrastructure levy levels of funding. The infrastructure levy was introduced to
help meet the ongoing funding gap to address the backlog.
Bridges and other structures represent only a small portion of the overall projected funding gap, but for this
small pool of assets the gap is significant. Bridges are, in fact, the least likely to meet target levels of service
under current funding levels. As suspended structures, the maintenance and timely renewal of these assets is
crucial.
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Strategic planning and modelling based on detailed datasets have enabled Council to estimate the future
expenditure required to meet community expectations and deliver services safely and efficiently. Whilst these
estimates will continue to improve over time as assumptions are tested and predictions validated, the level of
confidence in the data and work completed so far is high. The contents of this Strategy spell out the methods
used to arrive at the figures presented in Table 4.25, which indicate the total estimated funding gap for each
asset class over 15 years and an annual (average) expression of that gap to indicate the effect on annual
budgets. The infrastructure levy was introduced in 15/16 for a seven year period to help meet the ongoing
funding gap to address the backlog. For the purpose of this strategy the base case and sustainable case data
has been retained to demonstrate the impact the infrastructure levy has on closing the gap.
Table 4.25 Funding gaps per asset class based on Base and Sustainable financial cases (for methods
of calculation, see Appendix B – Calculation Methods for Financial Projections)
BASE CASE

GAP TO SUSTAINABLE CASE

Asset Class

Total (15 yrs)

Yearly average

Total (15 yrs)

Yearly average

Footpath

$32,809,793

$2,187,320

$1,096,948

$73,130

Kerb and gutter

$7,378,852

$491,923

$926,129

$61,742

Bridges/culverts

$980,954

$65,397

$2,511,475

$167,432

Stormwater

$33,097,864

$2,206,524

$17,291,385

$1,152,759

Road pavement

$66,257,054

$4,417,137

$0

$0

The Concourse

$34,684,507

$2,312,300

$0

$0

Other Buildings

$127,783,028

$8,518,869

$26,008,675

$1,733,912

Sportsgrounds

$27,440,065

$1,829,338

$19,615,730

$1,307,715

Playgrounds

$5,878,627

$391,908

$2,812,611

$187,507

Parks

$29,418,784

$1,961,252

$11,294,059

$752,937

GRAND TOTAL

$365,729,526

$24,381,968

$81,557,011

$5,437,134

In order to place the tabulated figures from Table 4.25 into context, a series of pie charts are provided. These
show the relative contribution of each asset class to the total funding shortage (Figure 4.a) and the magnitude
of the funding shortage for each asset class (Figure 4.b) By expressing the gap for each asset class as a
percentage of existing funding (as in Figure 4.b) the assets that are furthest from meeting service level targets
are made to stand out.

Figure 4.7 (a) Distribution of funding gap amongst asset classes, (b) gap for each asset class
expressed as a percentage of existing funding for that class.
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4.5. Implementation tactics
In the time that has passed since the previous version of this Strategy was adopted, much of the responsibility
for individual asset management planning has shifted from the Asset Management Controller to a dedicated
officer within each relevant branch. The Asset Management Controller position has also been vacant for some
time and as such the delivery at a strategic level has waned.
The appointment of a dedicated assets position within the Open Space Branch and a new position co-funded
by the Property and Construction Services Unit and the Environmental Services Unit that has responsibilities
relating to asset management has enabled the planning at an asset class level to continue.
The hand-over has been further facilitated by the implementation of My Predictor software. All relevant officers
and branch managers were able to be involved in the purchase, set up and running of My Predictor models,
greatly decreasing the burden on the Asset Management Controller. The greatest success with each of these
appointments has been their knowledge of activities taking place within their Units, due to previous extensive
experience within the Unit in the case of Open Space and to other responsibilities with the Unit in the case of
Property and Construction Services. Planning responsibilities within the Design Services Unit have always
been executed effectively by the Asset Engineer; however recent times have seen an increasing workload
and demand for additional resources in that area.
It is likely that further resources will be required in the future as part of implementation as part of an AMS, as
indicated in Figure 4.. Data maintenance and the issuing of work orders may require dedicated staff, but more
detailed scoping closer to the time of implementation will determine whether a centralised or decentralised
model is more applicable. In terms of planning, at least, decentralisation has proven effective so far.
Dedicated asset officers within each Unit mostly perform their roles within those Units, but meet as a team,
quite regularly. This has ensured consistency in approaches to planning, data collection and documentation,
but not at the expense of detailed understanding of the activities within (and challenges facing) each Unit.
Table 4.26 Gaps relating to implementation of asset management and strategies to address them
Gap
Resources are probably
insufficient for the future
implementation of an
AMS but that has not
been quantified

Reason

Strategy

(1) planning priorities have conflicted
with the implementation of an AMS;
(2) Low understanding of the effort
what will be involved in future
system implementation, particularly
for work orders and inspections.

(1) Revisit roles and responsibilities chart
regularly as implementation of an AMS
progresses and knowledge of the effort
involved proceeds; (2) consider all
resourcing options, including outsourcing implementation work to
software vendor consultants.
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Asset Management Framework, Planning and Reporting

Hansen implementation and operation

General Manager
& Councillors
Director
Corporate Support &
Performance

Information
Technology
Group Manager

Asset Management Strategy Group
Directors of Infrastructure, Corporate Support & Finance; Branch managers of Works services, Open space,
Buildings & Engineering; Accountants; Technical officers from each relevant branch

Director,
Infrastructure
Services

Corporate planning
co-ordinator

Asset Management
Controller & Officer
0.5 FTE coordinating strategy

Engineering asset analyst /
technical officer
1.0 FTE

Open Space asset analyst /
technical officer
0.5 FTE

Financial/
management
accountant (s)

Manager
Engineering Services

Manager
Open Space

Works services
supervisors

Application support
analyst
& other IT staff
Asset systems officer (s)
1 – 2 FTE
Data audits, system customisation,
reporting, user training, user support

Buildings asset analyst /
technical officer
0.5 FTE

Central Asset Management Team

Group Leader
Infrastructure &
parking management

Asset Management
Controller & Officer
0.5 FTE Hansen implementation

Property Operations, asset
co-ordinator, contracts
officer & trades supervisor

Sustainability
Branch

Engineering data
maintenance officer
& inspector(s) 1.5 FTE

Open Space data
maintenance officer
0.25 FTE

Building data
maintenance officer
0.25 FTE

Works services work
distribution officer
1.0 FTE

Open Space work
distribution officer
0.25 FTE

Buildings work
distribution officer
0.25 FTE

Manager
Property Maintenance
& Construction

Coordinators &
Projects Officers

Hansen working Group

Economic &
Property
Development

Record of all
completed works
Reports, data analysis

Team leaders
& coordinators

Team leaders
& coordinators

Team leaders
& coordinators

Consultants
& all field crews

Figure 4.8 Roles and responsibilities in the asset management project (note that arrows represent information flows, not reporting lines).
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5. Asset management improvement plan
An improvement action plan has been compiled in three sections:
Data & information
Business processes
Asset management system
The action includes responsibilities and proposed timeframes for all tasks.

5.1. Data & information

Task #

Predecessor

Data type

Actions

Responsible
officer

Resourced?

Target

Comments

1.1

-

Buildings

Ongoing
collection of
detailed
buildings
inventory
including
condition
information

Property Assets
& Sustainable
Works Officer

Yes

Ongoing

Major
commercial
buildings
complete

1.2

-

Buildings

Discuss intended
future use for
detailed
buildings
inventory,
considering data
maintenance,
valuations,
reporting and
works

Property Assets
& Sustainable
Works Officer &
AM
controller/officer

Yes

April 30, 2014

Preliminary
discussions to
occur inhouse[DDB1] ,
follow up with
Infor business
analyst in early
June, in the
context of the
Hansen system.
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management.
1.3

-

1.4

Buildings

Detailed
inventory to be
carried out for
The Concourse
including an
ongoing
maintenance
and renewal
schedule with
projected
expenditure
estimates.

Property Assets
& Sustainable
Works Officer

Yes

Complete

Parks & reserves

Complete parks
& reserves data
collection using
hand-held GPS
device

Open space
asset officer

Yes

Complete

1.5

1.4

Parks & reserves

Manually enter
remaining spatial
data for parks
and reserves

Open space
asset officer

Yes

Complete

1.6

1.5

Parks & reserves

Apply valuation
assumptions to
parks and
reserves data
and produce fair
valuation,
according to
Council's formal
asset valuation
methodology.

AM
controller/officer

Yes

Complete
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1.7

-

Parks & reserves

Estimate fair
value of
footpaths in
Parks &
Reserves based
on existing GIS
data, ahead of
more detailed
data validation in
the field.

AM
controller/officer

Yes

Complete

Assume an
average
replacement cost
based on
existing staff
knowledge, to be
refined with data
validation later

1.8

1.6

Parks & reserves

Long term
expenditure
projections for all
parks and
reserves asset
types

AM
controller/officer

Yes

Complete

Replicate
existing
modelling
technique, plus
build in an
assumed
embellishment
factor.

1.9

1.7

Parks & reserves

Discuss intended
future use for
detailed open
space inventory,
considering data
maintenance,
valuations,
reporting and
works
management.

Open space
asset officer

Yes

To be
determined with
AMS system
capabilities

Preliminary
discussions to
occur in-house,
follow up with
Infor business
analyst in early
June, in the
context of the
Hansen system.
Postpone till final
AMS with
integrations is
determined.

1.10

1.7

Parks & reserves

Field data
validation of
footpaths in

Open space
asset officer

Yes

Complete.

Investigate
assistance from
Engineering
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parks and
reserves,
followed by
application of
valuation
assumptions.

students.

1.11

-

Artworks

Review inventory
of Council
artworks.
Engage external
valuers to
provide
valuations for
artworks.

Asset Officer
and CFO

Yes

June 30, 2019

Valuations
undertaken, to
be reviewed and
register
completed.

1.12

-

Playgrounds

Review
playground
equipment data
from inspection
reports

AM
controller/officer

Yes

Complete

Will need to be
reloaded to IPS
with Willoughby
ID as main
Hansen ID, and
Playfix ID as a
reference
number.

1.13

-

Playgrounds

Review
replacement
costs and
"current value" of
playground
equipment as
presently
supplied by
Playfix

Open space
asset officer &
Asset
management
controller/officer

Yes

Complete

1.14

1.13

Playgrounds

If necessary,
apply valuation
assumptions to

Open space
asset officer &
Asset

Yes

Complete
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playground
equipment data
and produce fair
valuation,
according to
Council's formal
asset valuation
methodology.

management
controller/officer

1.15

1.12

Playgrounds

Discuss refining
the condition
rating formula for
playground
equipment with
the existing (or
new) inspection
contractors.
Agree upon a
format for data
supply that will
allow easy
upload to AMS.

Open space
asset officer &
Asset
management
controller/officer

Yes

January, 2017

Consult with
Jason Baker
about future of
playground
inspection
contractors

1.16

-

Retaining walls

Conduct basic
risk assessment
of existing
retaining wall
inventory based
on likelihood of
failure &
consequence.
Use risk tables
from asset
management
plans.

Engineering
team lead

Unsure

Completed.

High priority

1.17

1.16

Retaining walls

Confirm
ownership of

Engineering
team lead

Unsure

December 2018

Retaining walls
on property
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preliminary
retaining wall
inventory.
Prioritise
investigations
using a risk
management
approach.

boundaries still
to be confirmed.

1.18

1.17

Retaining walls

Develop
condition
rating/inspection
method for
retaining walls
and apply ratings
to inventory.

Engineering
team lead

Yes

Completed.

1.19

1.3

Buildings

Incorporate
projected
expenditure for
The Concourse
into asset
management
plan

Property Assets
& Sustainable
Works Officer

Yes

Complete

1.20

-

Buildings

Engage external
valuers to
provide updated
replacement
costs of all
Council buildings
(2nd complete
revaluation, 5
years after 1st)

Bill Lofthouse

Yes

Complete

1.21

-

Bushland

Discuss future
use of bushlands
data including

Open space
asset officer &
Asset

No

Completed
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data
maintenance,
visualisation,
reporting, etc.

management
controller/officer

1.22

1.21

Bushland

Collect bushland
data

Open space
asset officer

No

Completed

Potential
assistance from
student
engineers

1.23

-

Street trees

Discuss intended
future use for
detailed tree
inventory,
considering data
maintenance,
valuations,
reporting and
works
management.

Jason Baker

Yes

June 30 2018

Funding in 17/18
fin year to
undertake
investigations.

1.24

1.23

Street trees

Clean up
inventory of
street trees and
establish
responsibilities &
processes for
maintaining data

Jason Baker

Yes

June 30 2018

Funding in
17/18 fin year to
undertake.

1.25

-

Street signs

Adopt an
approach to
recording street
signs and
implement

Paul Gomez

Yes

December 2018

1.26

-

LATMS

Review existing
information
about LATMS

Paul Gomez

Yes

December 2018
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and update as
necessary
1.27

-

Streetscape

Review existing
information
about
streetscapes and
update as
necessary

Open space
asset officer

Yes

Complete

1.28

-

IT & library

If necessary,
review data for
IT assets and
library books

AM
controller/officer

Yes

June 30 2019

IT asset register
up to date.

5.2. Business processes
Task #

Predecessor

Process type

Actions

Responsible
officer

Resourced?

Target

Comments

2.1

-

AM
framework

AM Policy to be
adopted with
framework clearly
defined.

Steering group

Yes

Complete

Policy adopted
Sept 2009

2.2

-

Inspections

Create condition
inspection
manuals for all
asset classes
including a

AM
Controller/Officer

Yes

Complete

All developed inhouse and/or
based on existing
manuals, with
contractor
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physical condition
rating system,
example photos
and a guide for
which aspects to
consider during
condition
assessment

assistance for
buildings and
pavements only,
due to lack of
resources there

2.3

-

Levels of
service

Levels of service
documented response times,
maintenance &
inspection
frequencies, asset
hierarchies,
acceptable
condition levels

Asset owners
with assistance
from AM
Controller

Yes

Complete

Some gaps in
certain areas, but
mostly complete.
Unsure at this
stage whether
targets are
achievable as no
reporting tools
available. Will
need to be
reviewed and
adopted by
Council following
community
engagement.

2.4

-

AM
framework

Complete first
generation "topdown" asset
management
plans with the
best available
2010 data

AM
Controller/Officer

Yes

Complete

Completed in
April, initial data
presented to
Councillors.

2.5

-

Levels of
service

Levels of service
costed based on
maintaining
existing asset
stock to provide

AM
Controller/Officer

Yes

Complete

Required for AM
Plans – first
generation will be
based on past
maintenance
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an "acceptable"
level of service

expenditure and
benchmark
replacement costs

2.6

-

Strategic
planning

Develop works
program for
2010/11 and
beyond - 10 year
program with
consideration for
longer term
renewals that
need to be saved
for in advance

Branch asset
officers

Yes

Complete

Detailed 4 yr
program and
general program
for remaining 6
years

2.7

-

Prioritisation

Develop scoring
systems to
prioritise capital
projects under
constrained
budget scenarios
and document for
all major asset
classes ("criticality
matrix")

Branch asset
officers

Yes

Complete

Successfully used
as part of budget
process for
2013/14 financial
year

2.8

-

AM
framework

Complete second
generation asset
"bottom up" asset
management
plans for 2011
based on life cycle
costing for
individual assets,
where data is
available.

AM
Controller/Officer

Yes

Complete

Published in July
2012

2.9

-

Valuations

Adopt interim

CFO & asset

Yes

June 30

Finalised for
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AM
framework

capitalisation
thresholds and
valuation
frequencies prior
to implementation
of asset
management
system (will
automate
process)

accountant

Identify roles
within each
branch
(engineering,
property
maintenance and
open space) that
will have principal
responsibility for
documenting
processes,
maintaining data
and keeping asset
management
plans in sync with
works programs.
Roles identified
should not be the
decision makers
themselves, but
must be in close
communication
with day-to-day
Council business
and planning of
works.

Greg McDonald

2018

engineering
assets,
confirmation
required for
building and open
space works.
CFO to sign off on
final decision.
[DDB1]
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Yes

Complete

The total
allocation of
resources to
implementation of
the asset
management
framework (not
including
Hansen8) was
recommended to
be approximately
2.7 FTE by Ashay
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consultant.
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now
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Additional roles to
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Hansen
implementation
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setting in within 6
months to a
year.[DDB2]
2.11

2.12

2.10

AM
framework

Adopt an AM
Improvement
Strategy with clear
actions for an
improvement plan
over at least 4
years or until
maturity in
Advanced Asset
Management
Practices, and
clear
funding/resourcing
implications.

AM
Controller/Officer

Yes

Complete

Adopted June
2012

AM
framework

Establish a firm
review schedule
and deadlines for
integration
between asset
management
plans and other
components of the
Resourcing
Strategy

AM Controller

Yes

Complete

(i) Budget limits
for future years
imposed by LTFP;
(ii) capital
programs
developed within
those limits; (iii)
modelling run to
establish whether
additional funding
required in future;
(iv) gap between
current funding
and required
funding
communicated to
finance for
inclusion in next
version of LTFP.
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Year 1 of AMP is
the financial year
within which it is
developed. All
projections based
on valuations from
previous financial
year.
2.13

2.11

AM
framework

Hand over data
analysis and
strategic planning
(i.e. AMP writing)
responsibilities to
Open Space,
buildings and
engineering asset
officers

AM
Controller/Officer

Yes

Complete

Dedicated open
space asset
officer recruited,
approx. 0.5 FTE
recruited for
property, existing
0.5 FTE within
engineering

2.14

2.9

Valuations

Update existing
asset valuation
methodology with
capital and
maintenance
thresholds and
revaluation
schedules for all
major asset
classes.

AM
Controller/Officer

Yes

June 30
2018

These thresholds
are crucial for
future budgeting
and planning
(AMP, annual
budget and
LTFP). All
documented,
awaiting
thresholds from
buildings and
open space for
completion of
document.[DDB3]

2.15

-

Service
delivery record
keeping

Assess the
suitability of
current methods
of recording and

AM
Controller/officer
& branch asset
officers

Yes

Complete

Protocol has been
developed
between Works
Services and
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communicating
completed works
to the relevant
staff, to enable
those staff to keep
data up to date.

Engineering
Services to
provide the
required
information after
the completion of
works to run
valuations each
year.

2.16

2.15

Service
delivery record
keeping

Develop works
management
practices where
not present (i.e.
an interim works
order type
system). Seek to
make method and
content of
information
transfer consistent
between different
asset
classes.[DDB4]

Branch asset
officers

Unsure

September
30, 2018

2.17

2.13

AM
framework

Undergo an
education process
for managers
around links
between
components of
integrated
planning and
resourcing
(delivery plan,
AMP, LTFP,
annual budgets)

Strategic
Planning officer

Yes

Complete.
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the IP&R
framework are
fresh in the minds
of managers.
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2.18

2.7

Prioritisation

Test out
prioritisation
scoring systems
on real projects

Branch asset
officers

Yes

Complete

2.19

2.18

Prioritisation

Review
prioritisation
scoring after 12
months to be sure
that the system
still aligns with
Council's
priorities. Adjust
accordingly and
report changes to
Council.[DDB7]

Branch asset
officers

Yes

Ongoing

2.20

2.13

Risk
management

Review risk
assessment for all
major asset
classes. Use
results to inform
inspection
schedules and
work
programs[DDB8] .

Branch asset
officers

Unsure

June 30
2018

2.21

2.20

Inspections

Inspection
schedules to be
developed for all
asset classes and
documented in

Branch
managers

Unsure

June 30
2018
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AMPs[DDB9]

Branch asset
officers.

2.22

2.21

Inspections

Review inspection
schedules after 12
months to
determine if they
are feasible and
assess resources.

Branch asset
officers

Yes

June 30
2019

2.23

2.13

Strategic
planning

Refine demand
forecasting used
in asset
management
plans. Analyse
data and tie in
with community
strategic plan to
refine long term
CAPEX program.

Branch
managers

Yes

June 30
2018

2.24

2.17

AM
framework

Complete 3rd
generation asset
management
plans, ensuring
that projected
expenditure aligns
with budgets and
the long term
financial plan

AM
Controller/Officer

Yes

Complete

2.25

2.26

Strategic

Review budget

Branch

Yes

Complete
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planning

with levels of
service and
prioritisation
methodology in
mind

managers

2.26

2.19

Prioritisation

Improve the
prioritisation
methodology in
line with budget
submissions to
consider
additional criteria

AM
Controller/Officer

Yes

On-going

2.27

2.40

Strategic
planning

Review 10 year
Capex program in
LTFP to align with
Asset
Management Plan
requirements

AM
Controller/Officer

Yes

Complete

2.28

-

Service
delivery maintenance

Maintenance
schedules for all
treatments that do
not fall under strict
"asset renewal" to
be compiled and
costed

Branch asset
officers

Unsure

June 30
2019

2.29

2.2

Inspections

Asset assessment
manuals to be
amended to
incorporate
ratings for
capacity,
functionality, etc.

Branch asset
officers

Yes

June 30
2020
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2.30

-

Asset
acquisition &
disposal

Develop policies
and procedures
around asset
acquisition and
disposal as per
internal audit
recommendations

CFO & AM
Controller/Officer

Unsure

June 30
2018

2.31

2.11

AM
framework

Annual review of
Asset
Management
Improvement
Strategy and
Action Plan until
Asset
Management
practices are
deemed
"advanced" or
"mature"

Steering group

Yes

Complete

Frequency =
annual, in line
with LTFP &
resourcing
strategy

2.32

2.24

Levels of
service

Educate
community on
asset
management

Asset
Management
Officer

Yes

Complete

Fact sheets,
community forum,
information stalls,
video, community
presentations,
articles in
Willoughby City
News

2.33

2.32

Levels of
service

Formalise
community
expectations and
LoS

Asset
Management
Controller/Officer

Yes

Complete

Expectations
aligned quite well
with Council
assumptions

2.34

2.33

Levels of
service

Community
engagement –

Branch asset
officers

Yes

Complete

Adopted by
Council
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Levels of Service
to be adjusted in
response to
community
feedback

November 2013

2.35

2.34

Strategic
planning

Seek to base
future funding
distribution
between asset
classes on the
current ability to
provide an
acceptable level
of service.
Increase the
portion of funding
going to higher
risk, lowerperforming asset
classes.

ELT

Unsure

June 30
2020

2.36

2.35

Strategic
planning

Investigate a way
to tie maintenance
expenditure
projections to
target levels of
service

AM
Controller/officer
& branch asset
officers

Unsure

June 30
2020

2.37

2.36

Strategic
planning

Refine CAPEX
programs further
by taking into
account priority
scoring, levels of
service, demand
analysis, risk
analysis.

Branch asset
officers

Yes

On-going
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shift in budget
allocation so will
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2.38

2.37

AM
framework

Produce 4th
generation asset
management
plans based on
the most
advanced
information
available.

Branch asset
officers

2.39

1.18

AM
framework

Complete first
generation "topdown" asset
management
plans for retaining
walls and road
reserve misc.
assets with best
available info.

Unsure

2.40

1.22

AM
framework

Complete first
generation "topdown" asset
management
plans for
bushland.

2.41

2.37

Strategic
planning

Demand analysis
for individual
services based on
benchmarks, e.g.

Complete

Plans to be
entirely completed
by asset officers
with assistance
from AM
Controller/officer
only when
required. Final
review will be by
(i) Branch
managers and
then (ii) AM
Controller/officer
to ensure
consistency.

Unsure

January
2018

Data being
captured to
enable this.

Open Space
asset officer

No

June 2018

Branch asset
officers

Unsure

June 30
2020
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floor space per
unit population of
libraries.
2.42

2.41

Risk
management

Develop failure
management
plans for assets
identified as "high
risk" in risk
assessment
section of Plans

Branch asset
officers

Unsure

June 30
2020

5.3. Asset management system
The tasks below are to be postponed until final AMS with integrations to other corporate software is determined.

Task #

Predecessor

System or
module

Actions

Responsible
officer

Resourced

Target

3.1

-

Valuations

Test valuation
module for
core reducing
balance
functionality
and custom
valuation
formulas.

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

To be
determined

3.2

1.12

Parks
inventory

Reload
playgrounds

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

To be
determined
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data with
updated IDs
3.3

3.1

Valuations

Load all asset
valuations and
build reports
so that Fair
Value data can
be extracted
directly from
Hansen

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

To be
determined

3.4

-

Configured
assets

Analyse need
for configured
asset licences
and purchase
as required

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

Complete

(i) establish all
asset classes
that do not
currently have
perfectly aligned
modules within
Hansen (ii) look
at overall
quantities of
each type to
determine
whether they
truly count as
separate assets
or just subclasses

3.5

-

Configured
assets

Set up
configured
asset classes
according to
decision
reached prior
to purchase of
licences

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

Underway

Used for
playground
assets so far, set
up of other asset
classes will be
as required
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3.6

-

GIS
integration

GIS viewing ensure all
assets in GIS
have a
hyperlink that
leads directly
to the Hansen
asset info
viewer

GIS coordinator

Yes

To be
determined

3.7

-

GIS
integration

GIS viewing develop PLP
button to jump
to Exponare

GIS coordinator,
AM
Controller/Officer,
Infor & lagen
spatial

Yes

To be
determined

3.8

3.6

Inventory (all
assets)

Document
naming
conventions for
all asset types

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

To be
determined

3.9

1.9

Parks
inventory

Load open
space asset
data

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

To be
determined

3.10

3.8

Inventory (all
assets)

Complete an
audit of all
existing asset
data so that
Hansen is up
to date

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

To be
determined

3.11

3.10

Inventory (all
assets)

Hand over
responsibility
for data
maintenance

AM
Controller/officer
& branch
technical officers

Yes

Underway
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to asset
custodians

handed over but
refinement
needed

3.12

3.10

Inventory (all
assets)

Schedule
periodical data
audits to
ensure
integrity of
asset
inventories

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

To be
determined

3.13

3.8

Inventory (all
assets)

Document all
Hansen
customisations
and formalise
business
processes to
ensure all
future changes
are captured.

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

To be
determined

3.14

-

Advanced
asset
management

Acquire
software to
conduct
renewal
modelling and
generate
forward works
programs

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

Complete

My Predictor
(Assetic product)

$50,000

3.15

3.14

Advanced
asset
management

Set up
modelling
software to
replicate
existing
renewal
modelling

AM
Controller/officer

Unsure

Complete

Follow-up
required to iron
out minor issues

$20,000
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including asset
replacement
costs,
degradation
patterns,
expected lives
and treatment
costs (for first
cut, treatment
is total
replacement)
3.16

3.11

Work
management

Develop
interim method
to record asset
works, such as
a custom grid
on a detail
page for each
asset. E.g.
Consider Work
Order
implementation
at a basic level
without
financial
integration (as
a first step). If
deemed
appropriate,
adjust action
plan
accordingly

AM
Controller/officer
& Infor

Yes

To be
determined

2-3 days of
consulting
required to set
up initially, can
then customise
in-house. Test
version
developed for
footpaths, but
not in use.

3.17

1.2

Buildings
inventory

Load detailed
buildings data
to Hansen and
hand over

AM
Controller/officer
& buildings
technical officer

Yes

To be
determined

Data
maintenance will
be intricate and
time consuming,
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responsibility

depending on
the decision
reached at this
task's
predecessor.

3.18

3.37

GIS
integration

GIS editing review
functionality of
existing
integration with
other GIS
systems.
Scope and
develop
according to
Willoughby's
specific needs.

GIS coordinator
& AM
Controller/Officer

Yes

To be
determined

(i) conduct
webex in early
2012 to see
existing
GeoAdmin
functionality as it
exists with ESRI
products; (ii)
liaise with
Newcastle,
Kingston and
Maroondah
Councils to see
their intramaps
integration; (iii)
scope and
pursue solution

3.19

3.3

Valuations

Translate
complete
valuation
methodology
into AMS
through rates
tables and
formulas to
eliminate need
for excel
spreadsheets.

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

Underway

Developer
assistance for
one week
assumed,
development will
probably be
ongoing for rates
tables

$10,000

3.20

3.19

Valuations

Perform fair
valuation of all

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

To be
determined

Developer
assistance will

$10,000
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assets in AMS
though
formulas,
eliminate need
to upload
revaluations
every year.

be required to
write formulas
and build rates
tables in
database, at
least initially and
to test
functionality assume 2
weeks, 1 at
beginning, 1 at
end

3.21

3.20

Valuations

Write all
relevant
reports
required by
finance for
valuations

AM
Controller/officer
& Infor

Yes

To be
determined

Draw upon
developer
assistance in
previous task but
complete inhouse using
SQL skills

3.22

3.21

Valuations

Complete user
manuals and
training
programs for
staff in
Valuations.

AM
Controller/officer

Unsure

To be
determined

Consider using
Infor resources
to conduct
training unknown cost.
Update when
further decisions
made.

3.23

-

ECM
integration

Acquire ECM
interface and
test

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

To be
determined

Custom interface
developed by
Gosford Council

3.24

3.23

ECM
integration

Customise
ECM interface,
build update
routines

IT manager or
officer?

No

To be
determined

TechOne
building blocks
software
(Connect) used
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between
Hansen asset
register and
ECM asset
index

by Gosford
Council to build
interface acquisition relies
on Willoughby
having the skills
to customise and
maintain this.

3.25

3.24

ECM
integration

Go live with
ECM interface

AM
Controller/officer

No

To be
determined

3.26

-

CSR
integration

Receive
updated
Pathway CSR
interface and
test

AM Controller
with Infor
assistance

Yes

To be
determined

Resource is
budgeted for but
not yet has been
supplied and is
currently
undergoing
testing

3.27

3.26

CSR
integration

Customise
Hansen CRM
module to
enable
interface to be
implemented

AM
Controller/officer

No

To be
determined

(i) identify
relevant CSR
types in
Pathway; (ii)
build workflows,
including auto
emails and
escalations, in
Hansen (iii) test
all workflows (iv)
train relevant
supervisors &
staff

3.28

3.27

CSR
integration

Complete user
manuals and
training
programs for

AM Controller

Yes

To be
determined

Best done over
the quiet school
holiday period
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staff in
customer
service
requests,
3.29

3.28

CSR
integration

Go live with
Pathway CSR
interface

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

To be
determined

Wait for a stable
period when all
staff present after Easter?

3.30

3.15

Advanced
asset
management

Set up
modelling
software to
perform more
advanced
modelling to
produce
detailed
forward works
programs.

AM
Controller/officer
and branch
technical officers

Unsure

To be
determined

Assume 2 weeks
to write all
formulas based
on our preexisting models.
Must decide on
all processes
before engaging
consultants.

3.31

3.30

Advanced
asset
management

Run a number
of scenarios to
find the
optimised
budget
scenario to
achieve the
desired level of
service over
the projection
period.
Includes
testing
different
methods of
prioritisation.

AM
Controller/officer
and branch
technical officers

Unsure

To be
determined
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3.32

2.30

Work
management

Investigate
implementation
of asset
acquisition and
disposal
policies
through
Hansen
system and
other
integrated
systems (reqs,
finance)

AM Strategy
Group

Unsure

To be
determined

More detail
required for this
task - depends
on outcome of
internal audit

3.33

-

Financial
integration

Revisit
Smartstream
integration and
re-test

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

To be
determined

Integration
related
exclusively to
work orders at
this stage, but
deadlines
flexible as work
order
implementation
will lag well
behind.

$1,000

3.34

3.33

Financial
integration

Engage
consultants to
make required
changes to
Chris 21 to
enable staff
time to be
costed to work
orders.

Chris 21

No

To be
determined

(i) develop the
option to enter a
work order
number instead
of a project or
GL; (ii) develop
an automatic
update of all
project/WO
numbers in Chris
21 that either

$5,000
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run daily or is
run prior to
processing pay
each week
3.35

3.34

Financial
integration

Go live with
Smartstream
financial
interface

AM
Controller/officer

No

To be
determined

3.36

3.35

Financial
integration

Load default
project
numbers
(Hansen
budget
numbers)
against all
assets and
develop the
ability to autopopulate these
for work orders
and override
where
necessary.

AM
Controller/officer

No

To be
determined

3.37

3.7

GIS
integration

GIS viewing enable asset
selection in
Exponare
(starting from
Hansen and
jumping to
Exponare

GIS coordinator,
AM
Controller/Officer,
Infor & lagen
spatial

Yes

To be
determined
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using PLP
button) to be
used in
inspection or
work order
3.38

-

Work
management

Implement
work
management
for a single,
straight
forward asset
class as a pilot
study (and
champion)

AM
Controller/officer
and branch
technical officers

No

To be
determined

Unsure which
asset class will
be the first to
implement.
Contenders
could be parking
meters,
buildings, or
footpaths which
all have well
established
processes.
Responsible
branch officer
must be capable
of championing
the system.
Assume 2-3
days of Infor
consulting to
help scope and
build.

$5,000

3.39

2.16

Work
management

Scope,
prepare and
implement
work
management
within the AMS
system based
on revised
processes (see

AM Controller
and works depot
supervisors with
assistance from
Infor consultants

No

To be
determined

May occur in a
staged
implementation
depending on
the results of
preceding work
management
tasks, June
2014 is

$40,000
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task in AM
framework
section)

expected to be
the last of the
main
implementation.
Extra minor
processes may
continue to
come on board
over time.
Assume 1 month
of Infor
consulting to
help scope and
build.

3.40

3.39

Work
management

Complete user
manuals and
training
programs for
staff in work
management

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

To be
determined

Consider using
Infor resources
to conduct
training unknown cost.
Update when
further decisions
made.

3.41

3.40

Work
management

Write Hansen
reports on
response times
and LoS
generally, are
we meeting
our targets?
Are they
feasible?

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

To be
determined

Infor assistance
may be required,
though good
chance in-house
expertise will
suffice

3.42

3.41

Inspections

Scope,
prepare and
implement
inspections

AM
Controller/officer

No

To be
determined

Will include
databases
changes to bulk
upload out-
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within Hansen.
Develop
observation
types,
condition
indexes and
inspection
schedules.
May include a
large
percentage of
auto-load
inspection
data.

sourced
inspections such
as quarterly
playground
audits and GPS
footpath defect
data, as well as
manual input
inspection
information.
Assume 1 month
of consulting
across all.

3.43

3.42

Inspections

Complete user
manuals and
training
programs for
staff in
inspections

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

To be
determined

3.44

3.22

Hansen
(general)

Establish
rolling program
for staff
training.
Ensure regular
contact and
support is
maintained,
eg. through the
Hansen
working group.

AM
Controller/officer

Yes

To be
determined

3.45

-

Fleet

Develop
system for fleet
management
and fleet

AM
Controller/officer

No

To be
determined
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tendering
(expand on
this item closer
to the date).
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6. Appendix A – State of the Assets

Road Pavements
243 km sealed roads
211 km under Council’s control
12 km regional roads (co-funded by RMS)
23 km state roads and freeways

Replacement value: $174.2M
Maintenance in 2015/16: $1.66M
Average condition: Good to very good

Average annual funding gap over 20 years
based on advanced renewal modelling: $0

Planning processes and budgeting for road
pavements is the most long standing asset
management initiative of all the infrastructure
asset classes. Asset management principles have
been in place and modelled using a dedicated
pavement modelling software for two decades. In
addition, 80% community satisfaction rating on
road pavement indicates that Council’s current
asset management strategy for road pavements
would continue as planned.

Footpaths
436 km footpaths
387 km within road reserves
49 km within parks and reserves

Replacement value: $70.6M
Maintenance in 2015/16: $0.87 M

Average condition: good to very good

Average annual funding gap over 20 years
based on advanced renewal modelling: $0

Planning processes and budgeting for footpaths
are now considered to be robust following years of
refinements to the processes. In addition, given
that community satisfaction on footpaths quality
rates at 80%, and the lifecycle gap calculated
from the modelling is minimal, it can safely be
assumed that Council’s current asset
management strategy for footpaths would
continue as planned.
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Kerb & Gutter
372 km kerb & gutter
2.5 km heritage sandstone kerbs
26 km “in situ” material kerbs,
marked as not required for the future

Replacement value: $94.68 M
Maintenance in 2015/16: $94K

Average condition: Good to very good

Average annual funding gap over 20 years
based on advanced renewal modelling: ~$0

Planning processes and budgeting for kerb and
gutter are now considered to be robust following
years of refinements to the processes. In addition,
given that the lifecycle gap calculated from the
modelling is minimal, it can safely be assumed
that Council’s current asset management strategy
for kerb and gutter would continue as planned.

Stormwater
165 km stormwater conduits
(pipes, culverts, open channels)
5,037 stormwater pits
9 gross pollutant traps
4 detention basins

Replacement value: $117 M
Maintenance in 2015/16: $0.5 M
Average condition: Moderate
Average annual funding gap over 20 years
based on advanced renewal modelling: $2.2M
Infrastructure Levy funding has reduced this
funding gap.

One fifth of stormwater conduits are rated condition
4 or 5 - at or beyond intervention level. Funding for
stormwater works was increased by $2M over three
financial years, from 2012/2013 to 2014/2015, due
to the Loan Infrastructure Renewal Scheme offered
by the State Government. The Infrastructure Levy
has also helped address backlog on drainage
infrastructure assets. Council has thus carried out
more works than it would otherwise have been able
to.
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Bridges
19 major bridges
8 major culverts
43 minor structures

Replacement value: $10.4 M
Maintenance in 2015/16: $84K
Average condition: Moderate

Average annual funding gap over 20 years
based on advanced renewal modelling: $65 k
Infrastructure Levy funding has reduced this
funding gap.

As bridge assets were not allocated separate
funding until recent years, historical information on
bridge expenditure is often embedded in footpath
or road works. Data and information on bridge
condition is still at an early stage, but on-going
monitoring of their condition is planned to improve
on future maintenance forecasting. Current
funding level is still inadequate as reflected in the
funding gap.

Buildings
49 amenities
8 child care centres
27 commercial premises
22 community centres & council halls
27 council housing units
6 libraries
1 council office, 3 depots
2 investment properties
Replacement value: $301.1 M
Maintenance in 2015/16 $ 2.66M
Average condition: Good
Average annual funding gap over 20 years
based on advanced renewal modelling: $1.7 M

Works have been carried out to identify the
performance of the building portfolio over the next 15
years. It has been identified that in order to maintain
the levels of service desired by the community, a
significant increase in expenditure is required in the
next 5 years. Without additional funds to carry out a
combination of renewal and new works, the levels of
service will decrease and certain Council buildings
may become unfit for purpose.

Infrastructure Levy funding has reduced this
funding gap.
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Parks
130 ha passive recreation area
Spread across 78 parks
54 parks consist entirely of bushland

Replacement value: $19.9 M
Maintenance in 2015/16: $0.6 M
Average condition: Moderate

Average annual funding gap over 20 years
based on advanced renewal modelling: $0.8 M

Completion of the many new and upgrade projects
identified in park Master plans is an ongoing priority
for this asset class, so that requirements identified by
the community and various planning documents can
be provided for.

Infrastructure Levy funding has reduced this
funding gap.

Sportsgrounds
Mixed use courts at 11 sites
Tennis facilities at 10 sites
21 sports fields at 18 sites
4 sets exercise equipment
2 bocce courts, 1 croquet green

Replacement value: $13.9 M
Maintenance in 2015/16: $0.5M
Average condition: Poor
Average annual funding gap over 20 years
based on advanced renewal modelling: $1.3 M

Converting grass oval surfaces to synthetic surfaces,
converting court surfaces to multi use sports surfaces
and upgrading lights and installing new lights at unlit
fields are the major projects scheduled for the future.
Increasing capacity and functionality are the major
requirements of this asset class, and these projects
will help to achieve this goal.

Infrastructure Levy funding has reduced this
funding gap.
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Playgrounds
39 playgrounds within public parks
11 playgrounds within council-owned
child care centres and buildings

Replacement value: $3.97M
Maintenance in 2015/16: $29k
Average condition: Good
Average annual funding gap over 20 years
based on advanced renewal modelling: $0.2 M
Infrastructure Levy funding has reduced this
funding gap.

Timely maintenance and renewals of equipment is
the ongoing priority for this asset class, and these
projects will continue to be prioritised due to the
associated risk management issues. There is limited
opportunity for construction of new playgrounds,
however land developments may result in new
playgrounds. Demand management will mainly
consist of expansion of existing facilities identified in
park Master plans.
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7. Appendix B – Calculation Methods for Financial Projections
Asset-related expenditure is projected over a 20 year period and Council’s Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP)
covers 12-15 years. Asset management projections are calculated over a greater period than the LTFP to
ensure any high-cost developments or renewals that could lie just outside the 15 year period, that might
require significant financial planning in the preceding years, are captured.
Predicting expenditure over this period involves many assumptions and estimation techniques that are
continually refined as Council’s data becomes more comprehensive and a stronger history of asset
performance and degradation accumulates. All assumptions and calculations pertaining to each main type of
expenditure are listed in the relevant sub-sections.
Council’s LTFP was originally presented as two financial cases, but with the introduction of the Infrastructure
Levy there is now only one scenario which sees the various classes of assets maintained at their current
service level.. Asset-related funding models covered by the AMPs are able to be directly integrated with
Council’s LTFP.
Details about how projected expenditure is calculated are provided in the following sub-sections. Accurate
presentation relies on an understanding of what is an “acceptable” level of service, and the expenditure that is
necessary to achieve it. In general terms, the gaps in the current funding that might otherwise reduce the
current level of service were identified and provided for in the Infrastructure Levy funding model.
A number of new and upgrade projects that have been identified, and which align with the Community
Strategic Plan (CSP), may not be covered by either of the first two cases. These unfunded projects are
presented in the LTFP with an assessment of up-front and ongoing costs on an individual project basis. This
process will provide information on the financial sustainability of each project and will identify any potential
implications on existing services, and thereby facilitate community consultation processes. Those which
concern Council assets are identified in projections of capital expenditure in this Plan under “Aspirational
Projects”, separately from works covered by each of the first two cases.

7.1. Maintenance
Current expenditure on maintenance is assumed to be sufficient where there is an absence of evidence
indicating otherwise. Future required maintenance is expected to increase as a proportion of planned capital
expenditure, at a rate equivalent to the current level of maintenance.
Current maintenance is calculated as a percentage of the total current replacement value for each asset
class. Future required maintenance increases so that it continues to represent the same percentage of the
growing asset stock. The implications for maintenance expenditure in the LTFP are listed in Table 7.1
Table 7.1 Calculation methods for future maintenance expenditure
Financial case

Expenditure calculation method

Sustainable case

Future maintenance expenditure increases in response to planned capital expenditure,
so that it continues to represent the same percentage of total asset stock replacement
value.

Aspirational projects

Ongoing maintenance costs associated with proposed projects will be costed
separately and presented on a project-by-project basis

Implicit in this calculation method is the assumption that assets will not require more maintenance than is
currently identified despite the fact that many are expected to decline in condition.
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Future improvements in asset management systems will see maintenance expenditure tied to expected asset
condition and to the desired level of service on an individual asset basis. The most advanced stage of
calculation would include individual, costed maintenance treatments applied to assets based on historical data
concerning degradation patterns, trigger levels and frequency of asset failures.

7.2. Operational
Current operational expenditure is assumed to be sufficient where there is an absence of evidence indicating
otherwise. Future required operational expenditure is held constant unless the operational costs of a particular
planned development are known. Since operational costs are closely tied to asset function and usage levels,
changes to operational budgets cannot be predicted until data is available on the break-down of current
operational expenditure. The implications for operational expenditure in the LTFP are listed in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2 Calculation methods for future operational expenditure
Financial case

Expenditure calculation method

Sustainable case (2)

Future operational expenditure also follows current trends, regardless of planned capital
expenditure or new assets. This is method is likely to under-represent future required
operational costs

Aspirational projects

Ongoing operational costs associated with proposed projects will be costed separately and
presented on a project-by-project basis

Council’s present financial and works recording systems mean it is often difficult to separate maintenance
expenditure from operational. Both are recorded under the single classification of “recurrent” expenditure.
Estimates have been made on the proportion of operational expenditure from recurrent funds based on
analysis of recent trends. Implementation of Council’s asset management system will greatly facilitate this
process, as all maintenance expenditure will be recorded against assets and much more detailed and
accurate reports will be possible.

Further improvements would see operational expenditure tied to asset function and use, as well as target
levels of service, especially for activities such as cleaning.

7.3. Renewal
Medium-term renewal projects (up to 5 years into the future) are identified individually through a prioritisation
process that takes into account asset condition, demographic forecasts, strategic service provision targets
and other factors specific to each asset class. This process is described in detail in sections dealing with new
and upgrade works, and is provided for this asset class in the appendix of this Plan.
Projections of long term renewal expenditure (beyond 5 years, generally 20 years) are based on a modelling
process and rely on large amounts of good quality data, the collection and maintenance of which is an
intensive process. The detailed list of projects for the first 5 years of the planning period are incorporated into
the model. This results in modelled renewals being automatically pushed back in time, depending on funding
allocation. The information required in order to run the model includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

type, quantity and other physical attributes of all individual assets;
knowledge about components for complex assets such as buildings;
replacement costs for all assets or their components;
any residual values at the end of the asset’s life;
current condition;
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6. expected useful lives & pattern of degradation over the useful life;
7. the condition point at which Council would normally intervene and cost of treatment.
In the modelling process, which is conducted within dedicated software called MyPredictor, each asset that
has degraded beyond its defined intervention point is identified as requiring partial or complete renewal,
depending on the standard practice for that asset type. The cost of the renewal treatment may be known if the
same activity is frequently carried out (an example might be grinding uneven sections of footpath) and is
otherwise estimated from the asset’s replacement value or unit rates. If the renewal treatment does not result
in the asset being returned to “as new” status, the expected condition following the treatment is also specified,
however this would mean that the asset is likely to degrade more quickly than if it was returned to new
condition or replaced completely. Figure 7.2 demonstrates how all the relevant pieces of information
contribute towards predicting treatment costs on an individual asset basis.
In the predictive model, if the total cost of all renewal works in any given year exceeds the available budget, a
backlog of unfunded works begins to grow. Those incomplete works are deferred to the following year. A
prioritisation process built into the model determines which assets are preferentially renewed in the case of a
shortfall. All assets continue to degrade from one year to the next according to the schema in Figure 7.2, but
are assigned an improved condition each time a partial or complete renewal is carried out. The steps of the
model are summarised in Figure
7.1.

Figure 7.1 – Steps involved in renewal modelling process. Steps are repeated for each individual asset
in every forecast year.
Such a modelling process allows the user to manipulate the budget available over the 20 year planning period
to determine both the backlog under current expenditure trends, and the funds required to clear the backlog.
The same model also shows the effect of different funding levels on the overall condition spread throughout
the entire asset pool. The implications for renewal expenditure in each LTFP case are listed in Table 7.3
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Table 7.3 Calculation methods for future renewal expenditure
Financial case

Expenditure calculation method

Sustainable case

Future renewal expenditure is sufficient to eliminate any renewal backlog over the forecast
period. If the backlog is significant, a reduction rather than complete elimination may be the
preferred target. A small backlog can often arise over a couple of years due to a large number
of assets requiring renewal at once, but provided it does not continue to grow this is considered
acceptable.

Aspirational projects

Ongoing renewal costs associated with proposed projects will be costed separately and
presented on a project-by-project basis.

The funding required under the sustainable case is directly linked to target levels of service which have been
adopted by Council following detailed consultation with the community.
The output of the renewal modelling is not intended to be used directly as a works program. The model rather
represents a tool that can estimate the effect of long term expenditure levels on each asset class as a whole.

Figure 7.2 – Schema of asset degradation and renewal modelling
Improvements have been made to the modelling process by shifting it from Microsoft Excel into dedicated
modelling software (MyPredictor). This has enabled Council to force renewal projections to reflect the impact
of planned capital works. Degradation patterns, intervention points and treatment costs will be continually
refined over time as more information is collected about asset performance through Council’s asset
management system.

7.4. New works
A capital works program that covers a minimum of 20 years, but frequently longer, has been compiled for all
asset classes and all new works are identified from this. Each project goes through a weighted prioritisation
scoring process to include factors such as strategic plans, asset condition, capacity and functionality as well
as any other factors that are directly relevant for the asset class such as demographic forecasts, community
support and compliance with standards.
The specific prioritisation scoring system applied to this asset class has been provided in the appendix.
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The prioritised capital program is further adjusted to maximise efficiency. Projects may be delayed or brought
forward in order to work on multiple assets in one location in the same year or held off to avoid subsequent
negative impacts from other scheduled projects.
The implications for expenditure on new works in each LTFP case are listed in Table 7.4
Table 7.4 Calculation methods for future new asset expenditure
Financial case

Expenditure calculation method

Sustainable case

Future capital expenditure is sufficient to address known issues with demand and to carry out
projects that have already been subject to a process of community consultation and council
approval, but which could not otherwise be completed under current funding trends.

Aspirational projects

Up-front capital costs associated with new works will be identified individually and presented on
a project-by-project basis along with all other ongoing costs

New works are currently not incorporated into ongoing projections of renewal, and this will eventually be
addressed by the introduction of dedicated modelling software for renewal predictions, as described in the
Renewal Projections section. New works do cause an increase in maintenance and operational costs as a
percentage of the estimated value of the works; however this assumption could be refined by using
benchmark data that is specific to the asset type rather than percentages.

7.5. Upgrade
Council’s 20+ years capital works program, which was described under the New Works section, also includes
upgrade works. These are prioritised in a similar fashion.
Upgrade works inherently involve the partial disposal and renewal of an existing asset as well as some new
work which increases the service provided by the asset in some way. Because ongoing renewal expenditure
for existing assets is estimated under the renewal modelling process, only the portion of the upgrade that
increases the service is accounted for under predictions of upgrade expenditure, to prevent “double-dipping”.
For each asset class, historical expenditure has been analysed to establish a trend for the proportion of
upgrade expenditure that can technically be classed as renewal. Provided that renewal projections for the
programmed year are sufficient to cover the assumed renewal portion of the project, this proportion is
subtracted from the total project cost.
The implications for expenditure on upgrades in the LTFP is listed in Table 7.5.
Table 7.5 Calculation methods for future upgrade expenditure
Financial case

Expenditure calculation method

Sustainable case

Future capital expenditure on upgrades is sufficient to address known issues with demand and
to carry out projects that have already been subject to a process of community consultation and
council approval, but which could not otherwise be completed under current funding trends.

Aspirational projects

Up-front capital costs associated with upgrades will be identified individually and presented on a
project-by-project basis along with all other ongoing costs.

Upgrades are currently not incorporated into ongoing projections of renewal, and this will eventually be
addressed by the introduction of dedicated modelling software for renewal predictions, as described in the
Renewal Expenditure Projections section. Upgrades do cause an increase in maintenance and operational
costs as a percentage of the estimated value of the works; however, as for New Works, this assumption could
be refined by using benchmark data that is specific to the asset type rather than percentages.
More detailed information regarding the proportion of upgrade works that should technically be classed as
renewal or upgrade would further improve expenditure projections. Calculation of these proportions on a
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project-by-project basis would be preferable to the current assumed percentage, but may not significantly
affect long term projections.

7.6. Disposal
Disposals are identified as part of the long term capital planning process. Any assets that are destined for
decommissioning, demolition, transfer of ownership or sale are identified along with the estimated expenses
and revenue associated with the disposals. Any new or upgrade projects that rely on the disposal of existing
assets would result in further disposals being identified.
The implications for expenditure on new works in the LTFP is as follows:
1. Sustainable Case – Expenditure on, and revenue from, all planned disposals is accounted for. The same
is true for all disposals arising from upgrades and new works funded under the Sustainable Case.
2. Aspirational Projects – Disposals associated with aspiration projects, as well as any associated expenses
and revenue, are identified on a project-by-project basis.
Disposals are currently not incorporated into ongoing projections of renewal, and this will eventually be
addressed in MyPredictor for renewal predictions.
Projected expenses and revenue associated with disposals may be linked with projected asset condition, and
this has not been considered thus far. Achieving this within MyPredictor has yet to be investigates.
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8. Appendix C – Risk Management Process
This appendix outlines the risk management framework within which asset-related risks are identified. The
relevant asset management plan for each class of assets includes the identification of risks and risk treatment
plans for any critical risks.

8.1. Risk Management Process
Willoughby Council has undertaken a High Level Risk Assessment to assist in the development of an
appropriate internal Audit Plan. The framework for this risk management is still under development. The risk
management approach adopted within the context of Asset Management will seek to be consistent with other
organisational approaches to risk management wherever possible.
The framework will define levels of likelihood and consequence and how each of these contributes to an
overall risk score for each risk identified. The risk score is useful not only for identifying immediate risks, but
will also be incorporated into capital works prioritisation systems, by contributing to an overall ranking of
projects within any single asset class.
In the context of risk management, the definitions of risk, consequence and likelihood are as follows (ISO
31000):
 Risk  the effect of uncertainty on objectives
- An effect is a deviation from the expected – positive and/or negative
- Objectives can have different aspects(such as financial or health and safety) and can apply at
different levels (such as strategic, organisation-wide, project)
- Risk is often characterised by reference to potential events, consequences, and the associated
likelihoods of occurrence
 Event  occurrence or change of a particular set of circumstances and can:
- Consist of one or more occurrences and can have several causes
- Consist of something NOT happening
- Be referred to as an “incident” or “accident”
 Consequence  the outcome of an event affecting objectives and can:
- Be certain OR uncertain
- Have positive or negative effects on objectives
- Be expressed qualitatively or quantitatively
 Likelihood  the chance of something happening
The risk management process adopted as part of the Asset Management Framework in this Asset
Management Plan complies with the Australian Standard ISO 31000 for Risk Management. As stated in the
Standard, however, the design and implementation of the framework must take into account the specific
needs of Council. These are driven by service provision and defined levels of service, and constrained by
finite resources. All of these factors are taken into account in combination with a risk analysis in the
prioritisation of works.
The approach defined here is a basic, initial approach to risk management. Council seeks to be consistent in
the approach to risk management for all asset classes as this component of asset management is developed,
however risk management for some asset classes is already well developed and these will therefore differ
from this basic approach. An example is footpath assets, for which a comprehensive risk and needs map has
been developed and is used to prioritise works programs.
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The major elements of the risk management process are:
 Establishing the Context – defining the criteria against which risk can be evaluated
 Risk Identification – the risks that Council may encounter and their impacts
 Risk Assessment – allocating a risk rating to all assets and determining which assets represent the
greatest risk to Council
 Risk Treatment – identifying actions that may be taken to reduce risk to an acceptable level and
determining the most effective treatment option
 Monitor and Review – the ongoing process to ensure risk levels remain acceptable even if risks change
For this first generation Plan only the first two points, above, will be addressed in detail, and even these will
become more detailed as risk management processes become more advanced. Council will identify the
assets that pose the highest risk to Council (third point) and the actions that may be taken to reduce these
risks (fourth point), however reliable data is not available for all assets or asset groups, and is expected to
become available as Council’s asset management practices mature.
The cyclic risk management process is illustrated in Figure 8.1. Each element of the process is consistent with
the list above.

Figure 8.1 Risk management process

8.2. Risk management criteria
The criteria for risk management relate to both the consequence and the likelihood of the risk. Risks are
divided into categories according to the high level risk assessment already undertaken within Council. The
consequences of each category of risk are rated according to a scale from 1 (insignificant) to 5 (extreme).
Risk categories are as follows:
Financial – Risks that impact revenue, expenses, assets, liabilities, reserves
Regulatory – Risks that impact compliance with or enforcement of various legislation and regulatory
requirements
Staff safety – Risks that impact staff wellbeing, working conditions and the working environment
Community wellbeing – Risks that impact on community and people
Environment – Risks that impact the natural environment
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Service delivery – Risks that impact expected service level and/or service delivery
Political – Risks that have an impact at the political level including those which impact on reputation
Strategic – Risks that impact the development and execution of mid to long term plans
Ratings applicable to risk consequence are provided in Table 8.1. Currently, the ratings remain subjective.
These ratings will be quantified for each risk category in future revisions as Council’s Risk Management
Framework matures.
Table 8.1 Consequence ratings for risk
Risk categories
Financial
Regulatory
Staff safety
Community
wellbeing
Environment
Service delivery
Political
Strategic

Consequence Ratings
1

2

3

4

5

Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Extreme

The likelihood of occurrence for each risk is also defined according to the scale in Table 8.2, with scores
ranging from 1 (rare) to 5 (almost certain). As for consequence ratings, quantification of these scores will be
set in the future to be consistent with Council’s organisational approach to Risk Management.
Table 8.2 Likelihood ratings for risk
Likelihood Ratings
Rating

Likelihood

Description

1

Rare

The event may occur but only in exceptional circumstances. No past event history.

2

Unlikely

The event could occur in some circumstances. No past event history.

3

Possible

The event may occur sometime. Some past warning signs or previous event history.

4

Likely

The event will probably occur. Some recurring past event history.

5

Almost
certain

The event is expected to occur in normal circumstances. There has been frequent past history.

An overall risk rating is allocated to each risk based on the combination of likelihood and consequence scores,
according to the matrix in Table 8.3. Again, this matrix will be subject to change in future Plans to ensure
consistency with Council’s Risk Management Framework.
Table 8.3 Risk ratings based on consequence and likelihood
LIKELIHOOD
CONSEQUENCES

1 Rare

2 Unlikely

3 Possible

4 Likely

5 Almost certain

1 Insignificant

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

2 Minor

Low

Medium

High

High

Very High

3 Moderate

Low

High

High

Very High

Critical

4 Major

Medium

High

Very High

Critical

Critical

5 Extreme

Medium

Very High

Critical

Critical

Critical
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9. Appendix D – Asset Management Maturity Assessment Scores
The raw data for the Asset Maturity Model is displayed below

AS ISO 55001 Maturity Report - Willoughby CC for 2017
Scores

target
score

4.1.1 - Has the organisation determined the relevant external and internal
issues relevant to its purpose and that affect its ability to achieve intended
outcomes?

33

67

4.1.2 - Are the asset management (AM) objectives included in the strategic asset
management plan (SAMP) aligned with and consistent with the organisational
objectives?

100

100

4.2.1 - Has the organisation determined the stakeholders that are relevant to its
asset management system (AMS)?

67

100

4.2.2 - Has the organisation determined the requirements and expectations of
stakeholders with respect to AM?

33

67

67

100

67

67

33

67

67

67

33

67

4.3.4 - Has the organisation considered the needs and expectations of
stakeholders [4.2]?

67

67

4.3.5 - Has the organisation considered the interactions with other management
systems if used?

33

100

SubClause/Element
4.1 Understanding the organisation and its context

4.2 Understanding the needs and expectations of stakeholders

4.2.3 - Has the organisation determined the criteria for AM decision making?

4.2.4 - Has the organisation determined the stakeholder requirements for
recording and reporting financial and non-financial information relevant to AM?
4.3 Determining the scope of the asset management system (AMS)
4.3.1 - Has the organisation determined the boundaries and applicability of the
AMS?
4.3.2 - Is the scope of the AMS aligned with the SAMP and AM Policy?
4.3.3 - Has the organisation considered the internal and external issues in [4.1]?
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4.3.6 - Has the organisation defined the asset portfolio covered by the scope of
the AMS?

67

100

67

67

67

67

67

100

67

100

33

100

33

100

33

67

5.1.4 - Does top management communicate the importance of effective AM and
of conforming to the AMS requirements?

33

100

5.1.5 - Does top management ensure that the AMS achieves its intended
outcome(s)?

33

100

5.1.6 - Does top management direct and support persons to contribute to the
effectiveness of the AMS?

67

67

5.1.7 - Does top management promote cross-functional collaboration within the
organisation?

67

100

67

67

33

67

4.3.7 - Is the asset portfolio scope documented?
4.4 Asset management system (AMS)

4.4.1 - Has the organisation established, implemented , maintained and
continually improved an AMS in accordance with ISO 55001?

4.4.2 - Has the organisation developed a SAMP, which includes documentation
of the role of the AMS in achieving its AM objectives?
5.1 Leadership and Commitment
5.1.1 - Does top management ensure that an AM Policy, SAMP and AM
objectives have been established and are compatible with organisational
objectives?

5.1.10 - Does top management ensure the approach for managing risk in AM is
aligned with the organisation's approach for managing risk?
5.1.2 - Does top management ensure the integration of the AMS requirements
into the organisation's business processes?
5.1.3 - Does top management ensure that resources for AMS are available?

5.1.8 - Does top management promote continual improvement?

5.1.9 - Does top management support other relevant management roles to
demonstrate their leadership in areas of their responsibilities?
5.2 Policy
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100

100

100

100

100

100

67

100

5.2.3 - Does the AM Policy include a commitment to satisfy applicable
requirements?

33

67

5.2.4 - Does the AM Policy include a commitment for continual improvement of
the AMS?

100

100

100

100

67

67

67

67

100

100

33

67

67

67

33

100

67

100

33

67

5.2.1 - Has top management established an AM Policy that is appropriate for the
purpose of the organisation?
5.2.10 - Is the AM Policy available to stakeholders as appropriate?
5.2.11 - Is the AM Policy implemented and periodically reviewed and if required,
updated?
5.2.2 - Does the AM Policy provide a framework for setting AM objectives?

5.2.5 - Is the AM Policy consistent with the organisational plan?
5.2.6 - Is the AM Policy consistent with other relevant organisational policies?
5.2.7 - Is the AM Policy appropriate to the nature and scale of the organisation's
assets and operation?
5.2.8 - Is the AM Policy available as documented information?
5.2.9 - Is the AM Policy communicated within the organisation?
5.3 Organisational roles, responsibilities and authorities
5.3.1 - Has top management ensured that responsibilities and authorities are
assigned and communicated within the organisation?

5.3.2 - Has top management assigned the responsibility and authority for
establishing and updating the SAMP including the AM objectives?
5.3.3 - Has top management assigned the responsibility and authority for
ensuring that the AMS supports delivery of the SAMP?

5.3.4 - Has top management assigned the responsibility and authority for
ensuring that AMS conforms to the requirements of ISO 55001?
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67

100

67

100

100

100

6.1.1 - Does the organisation's AMS planning address the identified risks and
opportunities to give assurance that the AMS can achieve its intended
outcome?

33

67

6.1.2 - Does the organisation's AMS planning address the identified risks and
opportunities to achieve continual improvement?

67

67

6.1.3 - Does the organisation's AMS planning address the identified risks and
opportunities to prevent, or reduce undesired effects?

33

67

6.1.4 - Has the organisation planned actions to address these risks and
opportunities and considered changes over time?

33

67

33

67

6.2.1.1 - Has the organisation established AM objectives at relevant functions
and levels?

67

100

6.2.1.2 - Have the requirements of relevant stakeholders (financial, technical,
legal, regulatory, organisational) been considered in the AM Planning process in
establishing the AM objectives?

33

67

6.2.1.3 - Are the AM Objectives consistent and aligned with the organisational
objectives?

67

100

67

100

5.3.5 - Has top management assigned the responsibility and authority for
ensuring the suitability, adequacy and effectiveness of the AMS?
5.3.6 - Has top management assigned the responsibility and authority for
establishing the AM Plans?

5.3.7 - Has top management assigned the responsibility and authority for
reporting on the performance of the AMS to top management?
6.1 Actions to address risks and opportunities for the asset management system
(AMS)

6.1.5 - Has the organisation planned how to integrate and implement the
actions into its AMP processes and evaluate the effectiveness of these actions?
6.2.1 Asset management (AM) objectives and planning to achieve them

6.2.1.4 - Are the AM Objectives consistent with the AM Policy?
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67

67

33

67

33

67

33

67

33

67

33

67

33

67

67

100

6.2.2.1 - Has the organisation integrated the AM planning to achieve the AM
Objectives with other planning activities including financial, human resources,
and other support functions?

33

100

6.2.2.2 - Has the organisation established, documented, and maintained AMPs
to achieve the AM Objectives?

100

100

100

100

6.2.2.4 - Do the AMP(s) take into account relevant requirements coming from
outside the AMS?

67

100

6.2.2.5 - Has the organisation documented the method and criteria for decision
making and prioritisation of the activities and resources to achieve its AMP(s)
and AM objectives?

67

100

6.2.2.6 - Has the organisation documented the processes and methods to be
employed in managing assets over their life cycles?

67

100

67

100

33

100

33

100

6.2.1.5 - Are the AM Objectives established and updated using AM decision
making criteria [Sec 4.2]?
6.2.1.6 - Are the AM Objectives established and updated as part of the SAMP?
6.2.1.7 - Are the AM Objectives measureable (if practical)?
6.2.1.8 - Do the AM Objectives take into account applicable requirements?
6.2.1.9 - Are the AM Objectives being monitored?
6.2.1.10 - Are the AM Objectives communicated to relevant stakeholders?
6.2.1.11 - Are the AM Objectives reviewed and updated as appropriate?
6.2.1.12 - Has the organisation retained documented information on the AM
Objectives?
6.2.2 Planning to achieve asset management (AM) objectives

6.2.2.3 - Are the AMPs aligned with the AM Policy and the SAMP?

6.2.2.7 - Has the organisation documented what will be done?
6.2.2.8 - Has the organisation documented what resources will be required?
6.2.2.9 - Has the organisation documented who will be responsible?
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6.2.2.10 - Has the organisation documented when the AMP(s) will be
completed?

100

100

33

67

6.2.2.12 - Has the organisation documented the appropriate time horizon(s) for
the AMP(s)?

100

100

6.2.2.13 - Has the organisation documented the financial and non-financial
implications of the AMP(s)?

100

100

67

100

6.2.2.15 - Has the organisation documented actions to address risks and
opportunities, associated with managing the assets and how the risks can
change over time?

67

100

6.2.2.16 - Are AM related risks considered in the organisation's risk
management approach including contingency planning?
7.1 Resources

67

100

7.1.1 - Has the organisation determined the resources needed for
establishment, implementation, maintenance and continual improvement of
the AM system?

33

100

33

67

67

67

67

67

33

67

67

100

6.2.2.11 - Has the organisation documented how the results will be evaluated?

6.2.2.14 - Has the organisation documented the review period for the AMP(s)?

7.1.2 - Has the organisation provided the resources required for meeting the
AM Objectives and for implementing the activities specified in the AMP(s)?
7.2 Competence
7.2.1 - Has the organisation determined the necessary competence of people
under its control whose work affects the performance of assets, AM and the
AMS?

7.2.2 - Has the organisation ensured that these persons are competent on the
basis of appropriate education, training, or experience?

7.2.3 - Has the organisation where applicable, taken actions to acquire the
necessary competence and evaluate the effectiveness of the actions taken?
7.2.4 - Has the organisation retained appropriate documented information as
evidence of competence?
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33

67

67

100

67

100

67

100

7.3.4 - Are the organisation's people aware of the implications of not
conforming to the AMS requirements?
7.4 Communication

33

67

7.4.1 - Has the organisation determined its asset related communication
regarding what it will communicate?

33

67

7.4.2 - Has the organisation determined its asset related communication
regarding when to communicate?

33

67

7.4.3 - Has the organisation determined its asset related communication
regarding with whom to communicate?

33

67

7.4.4 - Has the organisation determined its asset related communication
regarding how to communicate?
7.5 Information requirements

33

67

7.5.1 - Does the organisation’s AM information system consider the significance
of identified risks?

33

67

7.5.2 - Does the organisation's AM information system consider the roles and
responsibilities for AM?

33

100

7.5.3 - Does the organisation's AM information system consider the AM
processes, procedures and activities?

33

67

67

67

7.2.5 - Does the organisation periodically review current and future competency
needs and requirements?
7.3 Awareness
7.3.1 - Are the organisation's people aware of the AM Policy?
7.3.2 - Are the organisation's people aware of their contribution to the
effectiveness of the AM system including benefits of improved AM
performance?

7.3.3 - Are the organisation's people aware of their work activities, the
associated risks and opportunities and how they relate to each other?

7.5.4 - Does the organisation's AM information system consider the exchange of
information with its stakeholders, including service providers?
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7.5.5 - Does the organisation's AM information system consider the impact of
quality, availability and management of information on organisational decision
making?

33

67

7.5.6 - Has the organisation determined the attribute and quality requirements
of identified information and how/when information is to be
collected/analysed/evaluated?

67

100

7.5.7 - Has the organisation specified, implemented, and maintained processes
for managing its information?

33

100

67

100

7.5.9 - Is there consistency and traceability between financial and relevant nonfinancial data to meet its legal and regulatory requirements, while considering
stakeholder requirements and organisational objectives?
7.6.1 Documented Information – General

67

100

7.6.1.1 - Does the organisation's AMS include documented information required
by ISO 55001?

0

0

7.6.1.2 - Does the organisation's AMS include documented information for
applicable legal and regulatory requirements?

100

100

7.6.1.3 - Does the organisation's AMS include documented information
necessary for effectiveness of the AMS specified in [7.5]?

33

33

100

100

33

33

67

33

7.5.8 - Has the organisation determined requirements for alignment of financial
and non-financial terminology relevant to AM throughout the organisation?

7.6.2 Documented Information – Creating and updating

7.6.2.1 - Does the organisation ensure that documented information includes
identification and description (eg. title, date, author or reference number)?
7.6.2.2 - Does the organisation ensure that documented information includes
format (eg. language, software version, graphics) and media (eg paper,
electronic)?

7.6.2.3 - Does the organisation ensure that documented information includes
review and approval processes for suitability and adequacy?
7.6.3 Control of documented Information
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67

67

67

67

67

67

67

67

7.6.3.5 - Does the control of documented information address control of
changes (eg. version control)?

100

100

7.6.3.6 - Does the control of documented information address retention and
disposal?

67

67

7.6.3.7 - Has the organisation identified and controlled externally created
documented information determined necessary for the planning and operation
of the AMS?
8.1 Operational planning and control

67

67

67

100

67

67

33

100

67

100

33

100

7.6.3.1 - Is documented information available and suitable for use, where and
when it is needed?

7.6.3.2 - Is documented information adequately protected (eg from loss of
confidentiality, improper use or loss of integrity)?
7.6.3.3 - Does the control of documented information address distribution,
access, retrieval and use?

7.6.3.4 - Does the control of documented information address storage and
preservation, including preservation of legibility?

8.1.1 - Has the organisation, for operational planning and control, established
criteria for the required processes to meet requirements?

8.1.2 - Is the organisation, for operational planning and control, implementing
the control of the processes in accordance with the criteria?

8.1.3 - Is the organisation, for operational planning and control, keeping
documented information to the extent necessary to have confidence and
evidence that processes have been carried out as planned?

8.1.4 - Is the organisation, for operational planning and controlling, treating and
monitoring risks using the planning approach described in [6.2.2]?
8.2 Management of change

8.2.1 - Does the organisation assess risks associated with any planned change,
permanent or temporary, that can impact achieving the AM Objectives?
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33

67

33

67

67

67

67

67

67

67

67

67

8.3.5 - Has the organisation determined the processes and scope for sharing of
knowledge and information between the organisation and its contracted service
provider(s)?

67

67

8.3.6 - Does the organisation ensure that the outsourced resources meet the
requirements of [7.2], [7.3] and [7.6]?

67

67

8.3.7 - Does the organisation ensure that the performance of the outsourced
activities is monitored in accordance with [9.1]?

67

67

9.1.1 - Has the organisation determined for performance evaluation, what
needs to be monitored and measured?

33

67

9.1.2 - Has the organisation determined for performance evaluation, the
methods for monitoring, measurement, analysis and evaluation to ensure valid
results?

33

67

8.2.2 - Does the organisation ensure that these risks are managed in accordance
with [6.1] and [6.2.2]?

8.2.3 - Does the organisation control planned changes, review any unintended
consequences of change, and take action to mitigate risks?
8.3 Outsourcing
8.3.1 - Does the organisation assess risks associated with outsourcing of
activities that can affect achievement of AM Objectives?

8.3.2 - Does the organisation have documented processes for controlling and
integrating outsourced processes and activities into the AMS?

8.3.3 - Has the organisation determined the processes and activities to be
outsourced (inc. the scope and boundaries and interfaces with the
organisation's own processes and activities)?

8.3.4 - Has the organisation determined the responsibilities and authorities
within the organisation for managing outsourced processes and activities?

9.1 Monitoring, measurement, analysis and evaluation
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67

100

67

67

33

100

33

67

33

67

9.1.8 - Does the organisation's monitoring and measurement enable it to meet
the requirements of stakeholders in [4.2]?
9.2 Internal audit

33

33

9.2.1 - Does the organisation conduct internal audits of the AMS at planned
intervals to determine conformance of the AMS to its own requirements and
ISO 55001?

100

100

67

67

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

9.1.3 - Has the organisation determined for performance evaluation, when the
monitoring and measuring shall be performed?

9.1.4 - Has the organisation determined for performance evaluation, when the
results from monitoring and measurement shall be analysed and evaluated?

9.1.5 - Does the organisation evaluate and report on asset performance, AM
performance, and the effectiveness of the AMS?
9.1.6 - Does the organisation evaluate and report on the effectiveness of
processes for managing risk and opportunities?

9.1.7 - Does the organisation retain documented information as evidence of
results of monitoring, measurement, analysis and evaluation?

9.2.2 - Does the organisation conduct internal audits of the AMS at planned
intervals to determine effective implementation and subsequent maintenance?
9.2.3 - Does the organisation operate and maintain an internal audit program
including frequency, methods, responsibilities, planning requirements, and
reporting?

9.2.4 - Does the audit program take into consideration the importance of the
processes concerned and results of previous audits?
9.2.5 - Does the organisation define the internal audit criteria and scope for
each audit?

9.2.6 - Does the organisation select internal auditors and conduct audits to
ensure objectivity and the impartially of the audit process?
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100

100

100

100

9.3.1 - Does top management review the organisation's AMS at planned
intervals?

33

67

9.3.2 - Does the management review of the AMS include the status of actions
from previous management reviews?

33

67

9.3.3 - Does the management review of the AMS include changes in external
and internal issues relevant to the AMS?

33

67

0

67

0

67

9.3.6 - Does the management review include consideration of the suitability,
adequacy and effectiveness of AM activities and actions?

0

67

9.3.7 - Does the management review of the AMS include changes in the profile
of risks and opportunities?

0

67

0

67

0

67

100

100

9.2.7 - Does the organisation ensure the results of the internal audits are
reported to relevant management?

9.2.8 - Does the organisation retain documented information as evidence of the
results of the implementation of the internal audit program and audit results?
9.3 Management review

9.3.4 - Does the management review of the AMS include information on the AM
performance including trends in nonconformities and corrective actions,
monitoring and measurement results, and audit results?
9.3.5 - Does the management review of the AMS include AM activity?

9.3.8 - Does the management review outputs include decisions on continual
improvement opportunities and any need for change to the AMS?
9.3.9 - Does the organisation retain documented evidence of the results of
management reviews?
10.1 Nonconformity and corrective action

10.1.1 - Does the organisation react to nonconformities or incidents occurring in
its assets, AM or AMS by taking action and dealing with consequences?
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67

100

67

100

33

67

33

67

10.1.6 - Are the corrective actions appropriate to the effects of the
nonconformities or incident encountered?

67

67

10.1.7 - Does the organisation retain documentation as evidence of: the nature
of the nonconformity or incident and any subsequent action taken; and the
results of any corrective action?
10.2 Preventive action

67

100

67

67

33

33

67

67

10.1.2 - Does the organisation evaluate the need for action by reviewing the
nonconformity or incident, determining the causes, and determining if similar
nonconformances exist?
10.1.3 - Does the organisation implement any action needed?
10.1.4 - Does the organisation review the effectiveness of any corrective action
taken?
10.1.5 - Does the organisation make changes [8.2] to the AMS, if necessary?

10.2.1 - Does the organisation have processes to proactively identify potential
failures in asset performance and evaluate the need for preventive action?

10.2.2 - Does the organisation apply the requirements of [10.1] to address any
identified potential failure in asset performance?
10.3 Continual improvement
10.3.1 - Does the organisation continually improve the suitability, adequacy and
effectiveness of its AM and the AMS?
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